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4本杭支持独立フーチングの曲げ耐力に関する実験的研究
大築和夫，鈴木邦康
Experimental Study on Bending Strength of Four Pile Caps 
Kazuo OHTSUKI and Kuniyasu SUZUKI 
Abstract 
In this paper seventy.four reinforced concrete pile caps， each with four piles were tested under vertical load. The 
variables involved were spacing of piles， arrangement of reinforcement， side length column and depth of pile cap. 
For al pile caps final failure was in bending 
In regard to the ultimate bending strength the results of the test were compared with the values calculated accord. 
ing to the provision for the bending in A，LJ. Building Code Requirements for Reinforced Concrete (1982)， to the 
equations proposed by others and to that by authors. 













































BDー に 6 柱表面断面に直交する全引張鉄筋が降伏するときの荷重が Moeのせん断耐力
式1)で求められる荷重よりも小さくなるように鉄筋量を定め，これを均等配筋した場合。
表1 試験の体概要
実験別 No. I 試験体記号 |板厚(有効厚) 柱断面スラブ配筋鉄筋比 備 考
cm cmXcm % 
1. 2 BD-1. 2 15 (12) 18x18 6-DI0O150 0.394 均等配筋
H 3. 4 BD-3.4 15(12) 18x18 11-61骨75 0.256 均等配筋
5. 6 BD-5. 6 25(20) 20x20 8-DI0申110 0.317 均等配筋
7. 8 BD-7.8 25 (20) 20x20 8-DI0申110 0.317 士均等配筋，杭形付き
E 9. 10 BD-9.10 25 (20) 20x20 8-DI0 0.317 不均等配筋
11. 12 BD-l1.12 25 (20) 20x20 8-DI0@ 40 0.317 井形集中配筋
13. 14 BD-13.14 25 (20) 0.317 不均等配筋
15. 16 BD-15.16 25(20) 日目i初 0.336 1 x形配筋17.18 BD-20-1. 2 20 (15) 80 
19.20 BD-30-1. 2 30 (25) 24x24 1 10-DI0@ 80 0.317 均等配筋
21. 2 BD-40-1. 2 40(35) 24x24 I 10-DI0骨80 0.226 均等配筋
23.24 BDC-20'1. 2 20(15) 24x24 10-DI0骨30 0.528 井形集中配筋
IV 25. 26 BDC-30-1.2 30(25) 24x24 10-DI0申30 0.317 井形集中配筋
27.28 BDC-40-1. 2 40 (35) I 24x24 10-DI0申30i O.226 井形集中配筋
29.30 BDB-20-1. 2 20 (15) 24x24 10-DI0骨80I O.528 端部折上げ配筋
31. 32醐初日 | 山町 24x24 I 10-DI0骨8010.317 端部折上げ配筋
3. 34 I BDB-40-1. 2 40 (35) 24x24 10-DI0申80 0.226 端部折上げ配筋
35.36 I B-30-20-1. 2 1 30 (25) 20x20 5-DI0岨170。158 均等配筋
37.38 I B-3520-1. 2 I 35(30) 20x20 6-DI0骨130 0.158 均等配筋
39. 40 1 B-40-20-1. 2 1 40 (35) 20x20 7-DI0申120 O. 158 均等配筋
v 41. 42 B-45-20-1. 2 45(40) 20x20 8-DI0@100 O. 158 均等配筋
43.44 B-25-30-1. 2 25 (20) 30x30 4-DI0骨220。158 均等配筋
45.46 B←30-30-1. 2 30 (25) 30x30 5-DI0申170。158 均等配筋
47.48 B-35-30-1. 2 35 (30) 30x30 6-DI0骨130 O. 158 士句等配筋
49.50 B-40-30-1. 2 40(35) 30x30 7-DI0骨120 0.158 均等配筋
51. 52 B-30-25-1. 2 30(25) 25x25 5-DI0骨170 O. 158 均等配筋
53.54 B-35-25-1. 2 35(30) 25x25 6-DI0骨130 0.158 均等配筋
40(35) 25x25 7川 120I 0.158 均等配筋
57.58 I B-45-25-1. 2 45 (40) 8-DI0骨100。158 均等配筋
59.60 I BC-35-25-1. 2 35(30) 20x20 6-DI0骨40 O. 158 井形集中配筋
vl 61. 62 BC-35-25-1. 2 35(30) : 25四 6DI0@40 0.158 井形集中配筋
63.64 BC-35-30-1. 2 35 (30) 30x30 6-DI0@ 40 0.158 井形集中配筋
65.66 BC ←45-25 1. 2 45(40) 25x25 8-DI0骨40 O. 158 井形集中配筋
67.68 I BCI-35-2，5-1. 2 35(30) 25x25 8 -DI0骨40 0.211 井形集中配筋
35(30) 25x25 10DI0@ 40 
71. 72 I BI-35-251.2 35(30) 25x25 8-DI0@100 0.211 均等配筋
35(30) 10-DI0骨85 0.264 均等配筋
3 
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BD-11， 12:BD-5， 6と同じ鉄筋量を各方向ごとに 2分して，杭を結ぶ線上にフーチン
グの辺と平行に井形状に集中配筋した場合。
B D -13， 14: B D -5， 6と同じ鉄筋量を柱直下に半分，残りの半分を更に 2分し，それぞ
れ杭を結ぶ線上にフーチングの辺と平行に集中配筋した場合。
B D -15， 16:全鉄筋量がBD-5，6のそれとほぼ等しくなるようにし，鉄筋をフーチング
の対角線と平行に杭を結んで集中配筋した場合。





設けたもの (BD系列)，先の BD -11， 12と同様に杭上に井形に集中配筋したもの (BD C系列)



























日，実験 II~ 町では材令14 日，
実験V，刊では所定の強度(約
220 kg/ cni )発現まで試験体全面
をビニールシートで覆い，以降
シートを取り除いて実験時(実
験 1:材令35~45 日，実験 II:
実 骨 材
表2 鉄筋の強度
実験別 種別 断面積(公称) 降伏点応力度
C皿2 kg/c田2
D 10 O. 713 3800 
E 6ゆ 0.251本(実演1) 3030 
E D 10 O. 713 3920 
W D10 。.713 3990 
V D10 0.713 3980 





5340 28. 0 
3740 27. 0 
5440 32. 4 
5620 25. 4 
5510 27. 9 
5510 27. 9 
ヂ一一ーー 了一一
福k何g/c阻重27示ヲC三田十示長7%Z下両 k示g/田3戸Ikg九/皿3|-kvgE3同kgJ言i/fE3 験 砂 砂本IJ
~IJ 粒度粗粒率粒度粗粒率
I 百5mm 3.20 三20田皿 6. 20 240 18 62 174 280 制 964
E 豆5 3. 00 孟25 6. 90 300 18 58 161 278 970 1034 
回 豆5 3. 26 壬20 6.75 280 18 61 165 271 950 1020 
W 孟5 2. 99 壬25 6. 91 280 18 57 177 309 885 1021 
V 豆5 2.79 三20 6. 53 240 18 63 169 268 




材令15~18 日，実験皿:材令27~42 日，実験町:材令27-37 日，実験V: 材令36~41 日，実験官
:材令28.，.37日)まで実験室内で気中養生した。
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Eぃ'.1 長許期容荷曲重げNo. 試験体記号 Fc 1Ft x105 初亀裂荷重
P cal ton 主p旦'" 1 
降伏荷重 最大府重
kg/cm'! kg/cm' kg/cm' Pct ton ton ton 
1 I BD-1 241 22.5 2.29 8.0 94((00845)  17.0 17.9 
2 2 223 2.4 2. 19 7.0 9.4 (0. 7 17.0 18.5 
3 ! BD-3 265 23.9 3.16 9.0 4.4 9.5 12.8 
4 4 248 27.9 3. 06 7.0 4.4 1. 59 9.0 12.9 
5 I BD-5 254 24.5 3.16 17.0 21. 9 0.78) 47.0 48.0 
6 6 251 25.9 3. 02 18.0 21. 9 0.82) 47.0 49.0 
7 7 300 27.0 3.33 16.0 21.9 O. 73) 48.0 51. 0 
8 8 289 24.5 3.38 15.0 21. 9 (0.68 49.0 51.7 
9 9 237 22.4 i 18.0 21. 9 42.0 48.0 
10 10 257 27.6 18. 0 21. 9 (0.82 45.0 47.0 
1 1 276 28.6 3. 29 16.0 21. 9 (0.73 49.0 50.0 
12 12 293 29. 9 3.39 20.0 21. 9 (0.91 48.0 49. 5 
13 13 272 26.7 3.30 15. 0 21. 9 0.68 44.0 47.5 
14 14 248 23.7 3.22 16. 0 21.9 0.73) 44.0 47.0 
15 15 264 25.8 3.32 18.0 23.3 (0.77) 49.0 50.0 
16 16 255 24. 8 3.05 15.0 23.3 (0.64 47.0 48.0 
17 BD-20-1 293 26.9 3.18 17.0 22.9 0.74 47.0 49.0 
18 2 271 28.1 3.12 16.0 22.9 (0.70) 46.0 48.0 
19 BD-30-1 286 29.0 3. 13 32.0 38. 1 (0.84 76.0 80.0 
20 2 262 30.6 3.19 35.0 38. 1 0.92 84.0 86.0 
21 BD-40-1 293 27.5 3.15 50.0 53. 4 (0.94 122.0 128.0 
22 2 270 25.8 3.23 48.0 53. 4 (0.90) 112.0 118.0 
23 BDC-20-1 308 26.9 3.47 16.0 22.9 O. 70 45.0 48.0 
24 2 307 33.9 3.40 14.0 22.9 0.61) 47.0 48.0 
25 BDC-30-1 326 27.3 3.60 26.0 38. 1 (0.68 84.0 86.5 
26 2 334 33.1 3.70 28.0 38. 1 ((073)  83.0 85.0 
27 BDC-40-1 293 28.6 3.70 44.0 53.4 0.82 14.0 122.0 
28 2 307 25. 0 3.50 50.0 53.4 (0.94) 112.0 126.0 
29 8D8-20-1 350 29.5 3.34 14. 0 15. 1 22.9 (0.66) 47.0 49.0 
30 2 36. 7 3.38 15. 7 16. 6 22.9 (0.72) 46.0 49.0 
31 8D8-30-1 32.6 3.30 30.4 31. 8 38. 1 (0.83) 82.0 84.5 
32 2 305 31.7 3.23 31. 2 3. 1 38.1 (0.87) 82.0 84.0 
3 8DB-40-1 338 31. 7 3.33 47.5 ，52.0 53.4 (0.97) 120.0 122.0 
34 2 303 31.1 3.13 49. 0 53. 9 53.4 (1. 01 116.0 122.0 
35 8-30-20-1 283 24， 7 3. 17 31. 1 35. 1 27.5 (1. 28 55.0 56.0 
36 2 269 24. 1 2.92 30. 6 3. 4 27.5 (1. 21) 53.0 5，0 
37 B-3520-1 305 25.8 3.04 4. 6 50. 4 39.5 (1. 28 74.0 78.0 
38 2 294 26. 1 3. 3 43. 0 48. 7 39.5 (1. 23 74.0 79.0 
39 B-40-20-1 290 23. 7 3.01 52. 5 59. 2 53.8 98.0 104.0 
40 2 293 24.9 3.52 50. 4 56. 3 53.8 (1. 05 98.0 104.0 
41 8-45-20-1 303 25. 7 3.07 68.175.8 70.3 (1. 08 124.0 129.0 
42 2 331 27.0 3.07 69.678.1 70.3 ((1.11) ) 126.0 130.0 
43 8-25-30-1 283 2. 7 3.05 32. 0 34. 3 29.3 1. 17 57.0 60.0 
44 2 310 25. 7 3.06 32. 9 35. 7 29.3 (1. 22 52.0 56.0 
45 8-30-30-1 309 25.6 2.95 41. 0 44.3 45.8 ((0.97)  74.0 84.0 
46 2 319 26.2 3.34 4. 9 49. 1 45.8 1. 07 78.0 82.5 
47 8-35-30-1 275 24. 3 2.89 51. 4 56. 7 65.9 (0.86) 
48 2 291 23. 1 3. 12 57.3 64.7 65.9 (0.98) 100.0 112.5 
49 8-40-30-1 290 25. 7 2.93 73. 6 80. 9 89.7 (0.90) 126.0 I 145.0 
50 2 306 23.2 3. 16 70.378.8 89.7 0.88) 122.0 151. 0 
51 B-30-25-1 287 29. 7 2.93 39.0 34.3 (1. 14) 62.0 70.0 
52 2 324 34. 7 3. 12 47.0 34.3 (1. 37) 64.0 71. 0 
53 8-35-25-1 304 33.0 2.90 58.0 49.4 1.17) 80.0 99.0 
54 つ“ 296 34.2 2.91 71.0 49.4 (1. 44) 84.0 92.0 
55 B-40-25-1 286 28. 7 2.83 75.0 67.3 (1. 11) 108.0 125.0 
56 2 301 33.1 2.81 74.0 67.3 (1. 10 110.0 123.0 
57 B-45-25-1 308 31.9 2.97 70.0 87.8 (0.80) 128.0 148.0 
58 2 310 29.5 2.93 61. 0 87.8 (0.69) 130.0 147.0 
59 BC-35-20-1 306 34. 9 2. 97 60.0 39.5 ((152)  70.0 79.0 
60 2 317 33.0 3.06 49.0 1. 24 68.0 81. 0 
61 BC-35-25-1 302 27.8 2.89 52.0 49.4 (1. 05) 84.0 99.0 
62 2 306 29.8 2.91 48.0 49.4 0.97) 84.0 98.0 
63 BC-35-30-1 298 32.5 2.92 58.0 65.9 (0.88) 96.0 120.0 
64 2 307 29.1 2.88 59.0 65.9 (0 90) 100.0 116.0 
65 BC-45-25-1 305 27.7 2.88 66.0 87. 7 (0. 7.5) 133.0 150.0 
66 2 300 29.0 87.8 0.75) 135.0 152.0 
67 BCI-35-25-1 257 28.7 2. 79 I 50. 0 65.9 (0. 76) 110.0 118.0 
68 2 299 28.9 2. 88 I 48. 0 65.9 (0. 73) 105.0 119.0 
69 BC2-35-25→1 300 27.6 2. 93 i 46. 0 82.4 (0.55) 128.0 138.0 
70 2 303 28. 7 i 2.96 50.0 82.4 (0.61 129.0 136.0 
71 BI-35-251 279 54.0 65.9 (0.82) 98.0 107.0 
72 2 315 29. 5 I 2.94 56.0 65.9 (0.85) 98.0 117.0 
73 B2-35-25-1 312 29. 9 I 2.99 53.0 1824 (0.64) 129.0 ! 135.0 



























表-4の長期曲げ許容荷重欄は実験で使用した鉄筋を SD 35 (No . 3 ，4はSR 30)相当とし鉄筋の
長期許容引張応力度を2200kg/ cm (No. 3，4は1600kg / cm)として RC規準'82に従って求めた長期曲
げ許容荷重およびそれに対する初亀裂荷重実験値の比を示したものである。なお曲げ許容荷重は















































面断面に採り，その断面内の応力中心問距離を AC I Codeに準じ
て採った(1)式によって，降伏線理論の値は図-5のように降伏線
を仮定することによって導かれた(2 )式によって， トラス理論値は
( 3 )式および(4 )式によって決めた。
R C'82方式















YanO)式2) Pcal = 4・d・at，fy I jR， p ・(1-J17)|
-I I 3 R， p“) 
Blevot -Fr白nyの式3) Pcal ~ 4・d・at・fyIl R， p・(1一一工ー)~ y I 1ν2 R， p ， j 
ここに， Pcal :曲げ終局荷重計算値 at 一方向の鉄筋の全断面積
fy :鉄筋の降伏点応力度， j = (d -at・fy/1.7Fc・B)
d スラプの有効せい， Fc:コンクリート強度， m=at，fy・j/ B 
r 柱幅 B スラブ幅R， p ，杭間隔， R，柱表面と杭心開距離
表によると RC規準・82方式の値に対する実験値の比はNo. 35-No .74までのものでは全て1.0以
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標準偏差 0.05 
変動率 5. O~ 
事同1は1.5< I p( d~2. ーの範囲にあるもの
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図一11に示した関係より， トラスの高さxは次のように B 
求まる O R，> 
a a 3 











P a 4 ad
TAB: . = -~ .一一一一一一
4 2 4a-3r 





1 4 a-3 r 
F. =一一一一一十一Pより
32d 
p= 4 Ft・d/(a-O. 75r) (7) 
ここでrの係数を a とおき~ p (= a) / dの値に
よって次のように仮定する。
~ p三三1.5d のとき α=0.75 
1. 5d< e p豆2.5d のとき ド 0.75ド)
十0.25( ~ p/ d一1.5) 
( 8 )式は~ p/d =2.5のとき，柱脚断面偶角部
の合力はほとんど柱の隔角に集中するようになる
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On the Distributed Coupled-Line Digital Frequency 
Multipliers-Part n : Output Simulations 
to Cosine HaH Wave Inputs 
Iwata SAKAGAMI 
Abstract 
The simulations of output responses of distributed coupled-line digital frequency multipliers are discussed. The 
simulated waveforms are obtained from sampled data of measured amplitude and phase characteristics and found to 
be in good agreement with experimental photographs 
The input signals here are the cosine half wave pulses sliced at a positive level. Therefore the Fourier transform 
and the energy ratio within a specified frequency band are also considered 
1. Introduction 
Speeding up a train of unipolar or bipolar pulses without using nonlinear elements has been dis 
cussed for the case of distributed coupled-line (briefly， DCL) networks ]1， 2J-The main theme of 
these past papers was how to synthesize DCL networks from network transfer functions and im-
pulse responses_ For the network synthεsis， ithas been convenient to treat a train of input pulses 
as a train of impulses_ The reasons were as follows: ( 1 ) The train of input impulses possesses 
equi-amplitude and equi-spacing discrete frequency components over ∞ <1<∞ ]3 J ， and (ii ) 
the frequency and phase characteristics of the DCL networks are also periodical at al frequencies 
of -∞ <1<∞， as the network transfer functions are expressed by the delay operator z.1 = exp 
(ー2sr ) orthe Richards variable t = jtan s R ]See 1. in ]2J for the symbols r s， R ， and sJ 
Theoretically， the property of ( i ) canbe matched to that of (ii) at al frequencies， and this eases 
the synthesis problems 
Normally， the transfer functions of DCL networks are calculated on the basis of TEM wave 
approximations. Arbitrary waveforms are allowable as input pulses if the waveforms are duration-
Iimited and no overlap occurs at the output port. However， a train of cosine half wave (CHW) 
pulses will be introduced in this paper for the reasons that ( i ) theCHW pulse occupies the nm¥ 
rowest bandwidth among many other duration-Iimited waveforms ]4]， (i ) the train of CHW pulses 
can be obtained easily from a sinusoidal oscillator， and (ii) the train of CHW pulses is considered 
to be suitable to the high speed pulse transmissions 
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The main topics here are: ( i ) A CHW pulse in more general form [See Fig. 1 and the Fourier 
transform; (i ) Energy within a specified frequency; (ii) Energy spectra of periodical CHW pulses; 
and (iv) Simulations of output responses of the DCL digital frequency multipIiers 
In this way， the functions of the digital frequency multipIiers wiIl be cIarified and verified from 
the considerations of these subjects 
2. Energy Ratio 01 a CHW Pules on the Frequency Axis 
A. Fourier Transform and Effective Bandwidth 
Fig. 1 shows a cosine haIf wave (CHW) pulse which is sIiced 
v(-t) 
I A (cosω。t-cosθ0)， I tI三aW
v (t) = 1 





at a positive voItage level from a sinusoidal wave. The waveform 
v (t) is 
-aw aw 
?
where，ω。=π/2W，θ。=aπ/2， and O<a::;;:1. 
The a is variable and represents the positive voltage sIice level 
Fig. 1 A cosine half wave (CHW) 
pulse (0 <a三1)
indirectly. The 2W indicates the duration of the CHW pulse at 1. Designating the Fourier 
transform of v(t) by V(ω)， the CHW pulse sliced at zero voltage level is given by a = 1 and repre-
sented by 
l一汚す cos(ωot)， 




I 4π v'w cos(Wω) / (π2-4W2ω2)，ω弓>=:1:π/2W
V(ω) = 1 戸一
";Wω=:1π/ 2W 
(2b) 
(1) needs to be discussed at first for the foIIowing reasons: In general， CHW pulses created by 
diode circuits and so forth correspond to the case of 0 < a < 1; and a train of CHW pulses with 
variable duty ratio can be obtained from a sinusoidal osciIator by changing the positive sIice 
level， though this is a rather primitive method. 
For the waveform of total energy 1， 
にIv (t) 12dt =去1-:1v (ω)12dw=1 ( 3 ) 
Using (3)， A in (1) can be given by 
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A = .;-r / VW 1 2aπ 十 aπcos(aπ) -3sin (aπ) i ( 4 ) 
By (A. 2) defined in the Appendix， the effective bandwidthムωof(1) is rewritten by 
(ω)2=jiL|伽 W ( 5 ) 
Calculating (5)， 
A ω 1f 41 a 1f-sm (aπ) 
一一
2W V 2aπ+a πcos (aπ) -3sin (aπ) 
( 6 ) 




Xsin (θ。)cos (X / 2) -a πcos (θ。)sin (X / 2) 
X(π 十 X/ a)(π-X / a)
(7a) 
X = 2aWω. (7b) 
Putting 
'1=2aW， ( 8 ) 
τ1 denotes the pulse duration in Fig. 1. 
Eqs. (1) and (4) in case of a = 1 represent the same equation as in (2a). In the same way， (7) be-
comes equal to (2b) 
B. Energy w油 inω|三Q
As the total energy of v (t) is 1 due to (3) and (4)， the energy ratio Era of the energy inc1uded 
























? ???? (9a) 
(9b) 
P (X) at X = 0，土 aπare given by 
1im P (X) = 
X→O 
2sin (θ 。)-a πcos (80) 
2π2 
(lOa) 





Taking (10) into account， the n umerical calculations of Era are carried out as a function of ( ， 1n) 
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by the double precision Romberg method. The results are shown in Fig. 2. The curves Co. 1 and 
C0.2rEpresent cases of a=land a z0.5，rE-Q E「lewyRatio 
spectively. The curve of Rec. indicates the energy 
ratio of a rectangular wave [See (A. 5) in appen-
dixj， presented for comparison with the CHW 
pulses. It is known that the effective bandwidth 
A ωof the CHW pulse of a = 1 is the narrowest 
among many other duration limited pulses [See (A 
Cコ
• 4) when r 1 2W， (A.4) is equal to (2a). 1 00 2 4 6 e 10 12 14 16 U3 
However， there are no practical differences be 
T，Q 
tween Co. 1 and Co. 2， so that the case of energy 
ratio 99% is examined numerically at first as a 
Fig. 2 The energy ratio within IωI~nasa 
function of (n r 1)
standard of bandwidth required for the network design 
( i ) The case of Era = 0.99 
When a = 1， we have r 1 n = 7.426. For the pulse duration r 1 = 1.1 nsec [See C.， V. in [211， 
we have f 0 = 1.074 GHz. Here f 0 = n / 2π.When a = 0.5， we have r 1 n 7.484. This 
means fo = 1.083 GH， for the same value of r 1・
The fo of this case indicates that 99% energy of a CHW pulse is included within I fI壬fo・
(i )The case of Era = 0.997 
It is known that the energy ratio of a Gaussian pulse exceeds 99.7% at three times the effective 
bandwidth of the Gaussin pulse. For the confirmation， th巴caseof Era = 0.997 is also examined 
about the CHW pulses. For a = 1.0， and 0.5， we have τ1 n = 12.11， and 12.60. Using (6)， we 
have n / d.ω= 3.85， and 4.0， respectively. This means the energy of 99.7% of the CHW pulses 
of a = 1 and a = 0.5 are included within 3.85 times and 4.0 timesムω.
(ii) The case of rectangular pulse 
In order to exceed 99% energy， there must be r 1 n ミ64.63. Therefore， a fairly large fo is re-
quired. 
In the following sections， the CHW pulse of a = 1 will be used for the calculation of output re-
sponses as the curves Co. 1 and Co. 2 are very close to each other 
3. Energy Spectrum of a Train of Input Pulses 
Now let us consider a train of unipolar pulses VTr (t) of time interval T (period T) and a train of 
bipolar pulses WTr (t) of time interval T (period 2T) [ For instance， see Figs. 6(a)， (b) 1 
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A. The Case of VTr (t) 
The pulse train VTr (t) and its Fourier transform are given by 
1 人
VTr (t)ニ干.LV (kω十)exp (jkω+t)，∞‘<t<∞) (l1a) 
F [VTr (t) [ =ω+ ~ V (kω+)δ(ω-kw+)， 、 、???????
ko ∞ 
whereω十=21( / T. When the DCL n-section networks in Fig. 4 in [2[ are used， T = 2 (n十 1)
r . The r indicates the time delay of a unit element [ See Fig. 3 in [2[ ]. 
As the energy within a period is given by 
J7C2|VTr(t)izdt=1 
we have 
;:之内ωヤ 1 (12) 
where V (kω+) = 4W 7r AP (Xk) and Xkニ kω+r 1 
B. The Case of WTr (t) 
The pulse train WTr (t) and its Fourier transform are 
町 (t)=÷2v{(2k十1)ド /2f吋 j(2k+1)w+t川(一∞ <t<∞(13a)
F [WTr (t)] ニ ω 十ヱ V~(2k+1)ω+/2 f (j~ω 一 (2k+ 1)ω+/2f. (13b) 
k二曲
The WTr (t) alternates between the positive and negative polarities at time interval T. Assuming 
a positive polarity pulse arrives at the input port of the DCL networks at t = 0， 
!?J72iwTr川 dt= 1 
Therefore， we have 
f2vi(2廿 1)w+/2f=1 (14) 
where V ~ (2k十1)ω+/2f=4WπAP (Xk) and Xkニ (2k+1)ω+r Ii 2 
From (l1b) and (13b)， itis understood that the. frequency components of periodical unipolar 
pulses or those of bipolar pulses are discrete and given by integral multiples of ω+ or odd num-
ber multiples ofω+ /2 and the amplitudes are determined by the Fourier transform of each con 
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stituent pulse. As (12) and (14) can be obtained by multiplying the mean power of periodical 
waves by the period， each term of the left sid巴ofeach equation represents the energy spectrum. 
C. Frequency Characteristics of Test Circuits A and B 
Fig.3 shows the same measurement system as in Fig. 1 (a) in [2[. The design parameters of test 
circuits are the same as those in [2]. Therefore， the amplitude and phase characteristics can be 
一-ETe-A
Flg. 3 Test circuits for measurement. where P. G. test circuit A and test circuit B 
indicate a pulse generator， a 1.section directional coupler and a 2・sectlOn
coupled.line network. 
calculated from their network transfer functions. Figs. 4 (a) and (b) show the amplitude and phase 
characteristics of test circuit A， and Figs. 5 (a) and (b) are those of test circuit B. In these figures， 
the theoretical curves are depicted by broken lines to suit the computer drawing. The equipment 
for the measurement was a set of HP8620A， HP8410A， HP8746B and HP8413A. For the ampli-
tude characteristics， the measurement data were tied with solid lines directly. However. for the 
phase characteristics， there were not many measurement points. As seen from Fig. 4 (b). the 
theoretical curves have double values of -900 and + 900 at integral multiples of 385MHz. so that 
the data from close to these transition points could not be measured accurately. Therefore， on the 
phase characteristics of Fig. 4 (b)， the 3-rd order least mean square (LMS) polynomials y = a 0 + 
a 1 X + a 2 x2 + a 3 x3 were derived from the measurement data. In Fig. 5 (b)， the situations are 
similr to the above. 
D. Discrete Frequency Components of Input CHW Pulses 
The trains of CHW pulses for the use of output simulations are respectively shown in Fig. 6 (a) 
and (b). In Fig. 6 (a)， the period T 1 is 5. 2nsec and the duration of a CHW pulse r 1 is 1.1nsec. In 
Fig. 6 (b)， the pulse interval Tz isT1 ! 2 or 2.6nsec and the duration is the same as in Fig. 6 (a) 
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Fig. 5 (a)Amplitude characteristics of test circuit B. 
Solid lines: measured. Broken lines: theoretical. 
(b)Phase characteristics of test circuit B 
戸:l-st order LMS polynomial for the first 
peried and 3-rd order LMS polynomials for 
other periods 
Broken lines: theoretical 





(a)Amplitude characteristics of test circuit A 
Solid lines: measured. Broken lines: theoretic-
al 
(b)Phase characteristics of test circuit A 
:ー3-rd order least mean square (LMS) 
polynomials 
Broken lines: theoretical 
(c )Energy spectra of Fig_ 6 (a). 
0.0 
Flg.4 
Assuming that the 
pulse generator P. G. 
in Fig. 3 outputs the 
pulse train in Fig. 6 
(a)， the energy spectra 
calculated from (12) 
are shown in Fig. 4 
(c). Similarly， assum-
ing the test circuit A 
generates the pulse 
train in Fig. 6 (b)， the 
energy spectra given 
in Fig. 5 (c) can be 
calculated from (14). 
In Fig. 4 (c)， the 
energy of the unipolar 
CHW pulse train ex-
ceeds 99% at f 
1.154 GHz， and the 
energy of 99.5% is in. 
c1uded within I fIζ 
1.154GHz. 
Within I fI壬1.731
GHz， the energy of 
99.77% is included. 
In Fig. 5 (c)， the 









Fig. 6 Trains of CHW pulses. 
(a) Input for test circuit A. 
(b) Input for test circuit B. 
Fig. 7 Experimental results at 
(a) port Al. (b) port A2， and 
(c) port 82 
CHW pulse train exceeds 99% at f = O.962GHz. The energy of 99.5% and that of 99.85% are re-
spectively included for I fI豆O.962GHzand for I fI壬1.731GHz.
In this paper， the measured data from zero to 1.731GHz are used for the output simulations. 
The DC component fo in Fig. 4 (c) is cut off completely， as seen from the test circuit A. From 
Figs. 4 (a)， (b) and (c)， itis understandable why the frequency components f2， f4，… are rejected， 
and others f1， f3，… transmit to output port A2・Thisis the reason why the output pulses can be 
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formed twice as fast as input. The test circuit A satisfies the prescribed amplitude and phase 
characteristics approximately in the region where almost al the energy of input pulse train is con-
centrated 
As seen from Fig. 5 (c)， there is no DC component in the train of bipolar pulses. In Figs. 5 (a)， 
(b) and (c)， simi1arly to the case of Figs. 4 (a) (b) (c)， the components f1， f3， f4，… are rejected and 
f2， f5，… transmit to output port Bz・Thisis the reason why the tripler can be built up with DCL 
networks. However in the case of Fig. 6 (b)， the output pulses overlap each other at both edges as 
pointed out in Fig. 2 (c) in [2]. Referring to Fig. 5 (c) again， higher frequencies than f5 can be neg 
lected. Therefore， in other words， itcan be said that most of the waveform shown in Fig. 7 (c) 
comes from the transmitted component f2. The duration of an input pulse being shortened， the fre-
quency domain spectra spread to higher bands， so that separated output pulses can be generated 
three times as fast as the input. 
4. Simulations of Output Responses 
In this section， the waveforms of output simulations will be compared with photographs in Fig. 
7. 
In general， when inputs and outputs are denoted by aT (t) and bT (t) in the time domain， their 
Fourier transforms AT (ω) and BT (ω) are related by 
BT (ω) = r n(ω) AT (ω)， (15) 
where r n (ω) is the transfer function of n-section DCL network. 
When BlT (ω) and BZT (ω) respectively represent the output Fourier transforms for the train of 
unipolar input pulses aT (t)ニ VTr(t) and for that of bipolar input pulses aT (t) = WTr (t)， eqs. (16) 
and (17) are obtained from (l1b)， (13b) and (15) 
BlT (ω)=ω+ ~ rn (kω十)V (kω+)δ(ω-kω+)， (16) 
BZT (ω)=ω+ ~ r n ~ (2k + 1)ω+/2f V ~(2k+1)ω+ /2 f 
・δ{ω一(2k+1)ω+/2ト (17)
A. Output Waveforms of Test Circuit A 
When the output of P. G. in Fig. 3 (a) is assumed to be the pulse train of Fig.6 (a)， we substitute 
ω+ωt= 2π/ T] and n = 1 into (16)， where T] = 5.2nsec. Then we have the output Fourier 
transform of test circuit A. 
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BlT (ω)=ω:-~ r] (kωtl V (kωtlδ(ω-k可) (18a) 
kヱ∞
Taking into account the following: ( i ) r] (0) = 0 ; (ii)r n (ω) and V (ω) are even functions ; 
and (ii) Phase 8 n (ω) of r n (ω) is a odd function， the inverse transform of (18a) can be given 
by 
hT(t)=751rIM)|山:-)cos ~川t 一 θ] (叫)}. (18b) 
The sampled data for the output simulations are shown in Table 1. They are obtained from the 
Table 1 Sampled Data Used in Fig. 8 
Freq. [阻Iz] O 192 385 577 769 962 1154 1346 1538 1731 
Ampli. [dB] b。 7.0 34.0 7.0 之5.0 7.2 21.0 8.0 16.9 8.9 
Phase [deg. 1 x I -6.1 73.8 4.9 80.9 17.4 76.1 33.0 99.6 53.3 
measurement curves at the discrete frequency components in Figs. 4 (a) (b} (c). The phase data 
were read out from the 3-rd LMS polynomials. Applying the sampled data to (18b)， we have the 
resultant simulation waveform in Fig. 8. 
B. Output Waveforms of Test Circuit B :ー Caseof 1nput Waveform Fig. 6 (b) -
The output of test circuit B can be obtained by subst山 ti昭 ω+ωt=2π/ T2 into (17)， 
where T2 = 2.6nsec. 
1n the same way as in A. 1V.， 
b2T (ド 421rz{(犯+川/2} I V~附1) 吋/2 } 
. cos [(2k十1)ωttl2 一 θ2~(2K+1)ω t/2 } I (19) 
Applying the sampled data from Figs. 5(a) (b) (c) to (19)， the resultant simulation waveform can be 
obtained 
C. Output Waveforms of Test Circuit B: -Case of the Waveform in Fig. 8 being input-
As the input is given by BlT (ω) in (18a)， we have 
B2T (ω)=ω:-~ rz (kωtl r 1 (kωt) V (kω:-)δ(ω-kω:-) 但0)
k=∞ 
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In the same way as in A. IV.， 
2 ム
b2T (t) =干乙 Ir 2 (kωn r1 (kωt) I V(kωn 
. cos { kωt t-8I(kωt) -82 (kωt) f. 
The amplitude and phase sampled data 
for test circuit B can be obtained from the 
me包surementcurves in Figs. 5(a) (b)， but 
in this case the sampling points are taken 
at the discrete frequency components in 
Fig. 4 (c). Fig. 9 shows the result. It can 
be said that Figs. 8 and 9 well approxi-
mate the photographs in Fig.7. 
D. Output Responses of Ideal Networks 
Using the same programs as in A.， B.，
and C.， we can show ideal output re-
tit-tpUi; UJave-torm 
Time [nsec] 
Fig. 8 The simulation of 
test circuit A when 
Fig. 6 (a) is the in. 
put 
ponses. Followings are the data used here for the test circuit A 
at (2k-1)ωt 11~叩 and 0 
100.0dB and 90。 at 2kωt 
Fig. 10 shows the output waveform using the data ofωt ~ 9ω主
The frequency band of this case is 0 ~ 1731 MHz， and 99.8% of the 
energy of the input pulses is covered. 
E. Output Waveforms:ーCaseof duration 0.66nsec 
As ststed in D. m.， when the duration of input pulses is 1.1nsec， 
overlaps occur at both edges of each output pulse of the test circuit 





Fig. 9 The simulation of 
test circuit B when 





A theoretical re 
sponse by an ideal 
coupler of K ニ
6.95dB 
When input waveform Fig.6 (a) is applied to port A 1 in Fig. 3， the approximate output wave-
form of test circuit B via test circuit A is given in Flg. 11 (a). The calculation is based on (21) and 
measurement sampling data obtained at A. and C. in IV.. Therefore， the frequency band under 
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consideration corresponds to 0 -1731 
MHz and 99.1% of the energy of input 
pulses is considered here. 
The ideal output response which we 
can expect is shown in Fig. 11 (b)， where 
the input pulses Fig. 6 (b) are applied to 
port B1. The used data at (2k + 1)ωt/2 
are ( i ) 5.4dB and 00 for k = 1， 4， 7 
and (ii) 100 dB and 61.9450 for k = 0， 
2， 3， 5， 6. The frequency band is 0-
2.885 GHz， and 99.8% of the energy of 
input pulses is taken into acount. 
lll~ut 地.ve.fOnn lll~ut Wave.fOn 
Fig. 1 Output waveforms for CHW pulses of duration t' 1 
= O.66nsec. 
(a) An approximation of the output from test cir 
cuit A to B by the measured sampling data， 
where Fig. 6 (a) is the input. 
(b) A theoretical response of an ideal 2-section net 
work for the input Fig. 6 (b) 
5. Conclusions 
In n.， a cosine half wave (CHW) pulse sliced at a positive voltage level has been considered on 
the Fourier transform and nhe energy ratio. It has been shown no practical differences exist on 
the energy concentration in the frequency domain between the case of a = 1.0 and 0.5. Fig. 2 can 
be used to know the energy concentration on the frequency axis for the CHW pulses and rectangu-
lar pulses of arbitrary duration r 1， since the energy ratio Era is represented as a function of X = 
. r 1.0. 
In m.， the energy spectra have been considered on a train of unipolar pulses and on a train of 
bipolar pulses. It has been found that ( i ) thefrequency components of these periodical pulses are 
discrete and the .amplitudes are determined by the Fourier transform of each constituent pulse， 
(ii) the proposed distributed coupled-line (DCL) multipliers function like passive linear filters 
which eliminate certain frequency components and pass others that the trains of input pulses ori-
ginally possess， and (ii) aithough the network transfer functions are obtained on the basis of TEM 
wave approximations， the fabricated DCL networks (test circuits A and B) have satisfied the pre 
scribed frequency characteristics in the frequency band where almost al the input energy concen-
trates. 
In IV.， the output simulations of the fabricated DCL networks have been obtained from a few 
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sampling measurement data by using a 16 bit personal computer and MS~FORTRAN 77. The re 
sults have shown good agreements with the experimental photographs 
The experimental networks. test circuits A and B. are handmade. using copper c1ad laminates. 
Therefore. precise fabrications with low loss materials will provide even better output waveforms 
for the input pulse of shorter duration 
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Appendix ]41 
The Definitions of the Effective Duration d. t and Effective Bandwidth d.ω 
Ur伽伽on仙川r:t 1v (t) 12 dt = O. 
??? ???????
???
? ?? ???? (A. 1) 
??，??????ヮ ???
??????? ? ? ? ? ?
?
? ?。 ，??? (A.2) 
where V (ω) is the Fourier transform of v (t). 
Theorem 
On the effective bandwidth d. ωof a duration~limited pulse waveform v (t). 
ムωミ π/( r I (A.3) 
where r 1 is the duration. 
Equality is only achieved when 
v (ド Iて州;Jt)|t101/2
o .ltl>rd2 (A.4) 
The Energy Ratio of a Rectangular W a ve
When a rectangular wave is represented by 
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f A， I t I三r1 / 2 
v (t) = 1 0， I tI > r 1 / 2 











? ? ? ?? ????? (A. 5) 
where V(ω)詰 r1 Asin (X / 2) / (X / 2) and X =ωr 1・
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Superconducting Magnetic Sensors (SQUID， QFP) 
and The.ir Application 
Hideaki N AKANE¥ 
Abstract 
Superconducting magnetic sensors such as SQUID's and QFP are extraordinary sensitive detectors of magnetic 
flux. Thin film and bulk devices are used at 4.2K in numerous high resolution magnetometer. High sensitivity of 
these sensors lead the applications of neuromagnetics and non.destructive evaluation. The present statusof the de-
vice technology and the future subjects on these magnetic sensors are described in conjunction with recent high Tc 
superconductors 
1. Introduction 
Electronic applications of superconductors have a wide technology field in both digital and ana-
log. Superconducting magnetic sensors including SQUID's are major application fields of supercon-
ducting electronics. The superconducting devices exhibit unique performances in sensitivity and 
accuracy， comparing the other devices. There unique feature of the superconducting devices come 
from the macroscopic quantum effect including the Josephson effect. Recently， the superconducting 
device technology has been much progressed by a new microfabrication technology based on Nb or 
NbN junctions. This technology has been mainly developed in the course of Josephson computer re-
searches. The present status of the device technology focused on the magnetic sensors and discuss 
the future subjects for these devices are described in conjunction with recent high Tc oxide super-
conductors. 
2. SQUID magnetometer 
SQUID are currently the most sensitive detectors for measuring magnetic flux and are used in a 
wide variety of applications of which neuromagnetism is a very remarkable one_ SQUID cpnsists of 
a superconducting loop including on巴 (rf-SQUID)or two (DC-SQUID) Josephson junctions. DC-
SQUID are nowadays often fabricated as a washer type SQUID ring with a planar input coils on 
top. In these SQUID， the equivalent flux noise at 4_2K is about 3 X 10-6φ0/ v'" Hz (φo;flux quan 
• Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering Muroran Institute of Technology 27-1 Mizumoto-cho， Muror 
an， 050 JAPAN 
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turn)， which corresponds to a noise energy of a few 100h. In onder to deduce the position of the 
flux source accurately， itis very irnportant to construct a rnulti.channel SQUID systern which is 
very useful to search nervous activity in hurnan brain. The developrnent of the rnulti.channel 
SQUID systern is now in progress in a nurnber of laboratories in the world， e.g. the Low Ternpera 
ture Laboratory in Helsinki (24 channels)(l)， BTI (37 channels)(2) and Siernens (37 channels)(3) 
These DC.SQUID have analog feedback circuits as in Fig.1. The analog feedback circuits rnake the 
periodic output signal of DC.SQUID to a linear signal which is proportional to the rnagnetic flux. 
The rnulti.channel SQUID systern needs large nurnber of analog feedback circuits that causes in宇
tegration difficult. A digital feedback circuit has been proposed to rnake the superconducting feed、
back circuit on the SQUID's chip. The digital feedback circuit should havd functions as a counter 
and a D/ A converter as shown in Fig.2. The rnagnetic flux coupled the digital feedback SQUID 








D/ A coverter 
Fig.2. Equivalent circuit of SQUID magnetometer with digital feedback circuit. 
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3. OFP magnetometer 
The Quantum Flux Parametron circuit (QJeP) is a cryogenic circuit which has higher current 
gain and much lower power dissipation than other cryogenic circuits. Th巴 QFPconsists df a su-
perconducting loop having two Josephson junctions， two inductors Ll and L2， and a load inductor 
Ld as shown in Fig.3. An excitation line coupled magnetically with inductors Ll and L2. A small 
signal input current flows into the QFP and it is amplified by the excitation current. The QFP 
does not operate as a conventional analog amplifier， because the amplification gain of the QFP is 
not linear with the input signal. The QFP can be usεd as high gain current comparator. The output 
current of the QFP is detected by a conventional DC-SQUID instead of a Josephson sampler cir-
cuit. The QFP magnetom巴terconsists of a sensing coil， the QFP， DC.SQUID current detector and a 
feedback circuit. The feedback circuit consists of a pre-amplifier， a lockin.amplifier. A sensitivity 




Fig.3. Equi valent circuit of QFP magnetometer 
4. Oxide superconducting magnetic sensor 
Recently， much interest has been genεrated by the discovery of superconducting properties in 
copper oxide materials at temperatures in excess of 100K. There is now a very substantial effort 
directed toward developing fabrication techniques which would enable the community to exploit 
the unique properties of these materials. In particular， several high Tc SQUID's have been fabri-
cated and operated at liquid nitrogen temperatures and above (6-9). However， the two key struc. 
tures which have been essential to the operation of high resolution low Tc SQUID have not yet 
been fabricated out of the new materials. These elements are a high quality Josephson junction and 
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Hideaki NAKANE 
a low noise， multi-turn transformer or input coil structure. At the present time， the non-Iinear be宇
havior which occurs at grain boundaries in the material. In thin film SQUID， the film is patterned 
into a loop which crosses one or more grain boundaries. Josephson-Iike tunneling at these bound 
aries then produces a modulation of the screening current in an externally applied field. Noise 
levels of these SQUID's were stil several orders of magnitude higher than the expected value. 
In order to realize reliable devices， itis needed to establish technologies for thin films， tunnel 
junction and microfabrications， al of which are the future subjccts 
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Distribution of Seismic Intensities in Muroran City 
and Noboribetsu City by a Questionnaire Survey 
on the 1987. 1. 14 Earthquake 
Kunio KA W AUGHI， Noritoshi GOTO and Akira MUTO 
Abstract 
On January 14 in 1987. a big earthquake occurred in the northern part of the Hidaka Mountains. According to 
the report of Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA). the seismic magnitude was 7. 1. the maximum intensity as high as 
V was reported at Kushiro. intensity N were reported at Obihiro. Urakawa. Hiroo. Morioka. Hachinohe. Nemuro and 
Tomakomai and the seismic intensity at Muroran was m. Immediately after the earthquake. about 6.000 question 
naire sheets were delivered to the persons in Muroran City and Noboribetsu City. It makes an estimate of the in. 
tensity distribution in' detail. The results are following as ; 
(1) The seismic intensity of Muroran and Noboribetsu area Was determined as 3.5. 
(2) The seismic microzoning map was shown in each area (every town). 
(3) The maps show that seismic intensities depend on the subsurface structure at sites ; for example. the intensi 
ties in unstable places of alluvial formation are. on an average. about 0.4 -0.5 more than those in relatively 
stable places of The Tertiary or igneous rock. 
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(1972 .1. 27. M = 7 . 4) ，八丈島沖(1972.2.29.M=7.2)，八丈島東方沖 (1972.12.4.M=7.3) 
の各地震の際に川崎市で実施し，合計15，000枚以上を一般市民に郵送し約半分の7，500枚を回収
した。彼らは，その結果で川崎市のゾーニングマップ (500mメッシュ)を作成した。北海道では，









































































































謝礼有効回答数 震度の平均組 有効回答数 震度の平髭組2133 3. 46 1442 3. 46 
分 散 分 散O. 439 
50 50 
o 1 6 o 1 6 
アンケート震度




町 名 回答数 平均震度 分 散 町 名 回答数 平均震度 分散
絵鞠 I 9 3. 0 O. 2 15 輪西 1 36 3. 8 O. 332 
2 51 3. 5 O. 276 2 39 3. 6 O. 245 
3 38 3. 5 O. 332 3 32 3. 6 O. 454 
4 O O 2 3. 6 
祝湾 1 10 3. 4 東 1 42 3. 4 O. 503 
2 27 3. 3 O. 581 2 1 6 3. 4 O. 334 
3 24 3. 4 O. 315 3 16 3. 0 O. 869 
4 2 3. 4 O. 403 4 50 3. 7 O. 29 1 
増市 1 35 3. 2 O. 410 5 74 3. 9 O. 356 
2 10 3. 2 O. 241 寿 1 7 3. 5 O. 388 
港南 1 38 3. 4 O. 460 2 14 3. 1 O. 695 
2 28 3. 4 O. 436 3 1 1 3. 6 O. 451 
O 2 3. 3 O. 684 。 5 3. 1 O. 275 
小橋内 1 31 3. 1 O. 630 日の出 1 1 9 3. 6 O. 37 1 
2 25 3. 6 O. 279 2 29 3. 5 O. 494 
O 1 3. 2 3 1 7 3. 7 O. 264 
清水 1 O 中島 1 23 3. 6 O. 304 
2 18 2. 9 O. 914 2 22 4. 0 O. 332 
緑 10 3. 3 O. 349 3 25 3. 6 O. 292 
西小路 9 2. 8 O. 264 4 1 5 3. 5 O. 223 
iR 17 3. 0 O. 722 中島本 l 20 3. 9 O. 227 
幕西 6 3. 1 O. 329 2 32 3. 6 O. 343 
常豊富 13 3. 2 O. 363 3 5 2. 9 O. 534 
築地 O 宮の森 1 8 3. 8 O. 327 
海岸 1 O 2 9 3. 4 O. 496 
2 9 3. 4 O. 244 3 1 5 3. 7 O. 542 
3 14 3. 2 O. 230 4 8 4. 1 O. 34 1 
中央 1 3 3. 1 O. 262 。 1 3. 0 。
2 15 3. 5 O. 287 知利目IJ1 10 3. 4 O. 346 
3 7 3. 5 O. 147 2 28 3. 3 O. 248 
幸 7 3. 4 O. 266 3 14 3. 5 O. 149 
本 1 7 3. 4 O. 450 4 7 3. 2 O. 448 
2 3 3. 9 O. 182 O 1 3. 4 
栄 1 9 3. 1 O. 351 高砂 l 39 3. 5 O. 514 
2 4 3. 2 O. 945 2 14 3. 8 O. 137 
舟見 1 1 1 3. 4 3 1 0 3. 5 O. 234 
2 8 3. 2 O. 333 4 18 3. 3 O. 790 
山手 1 4 3. 1 1. 0 1 3 5 1 3 3. 3 O. 205 
2 7 3. 5 O. 365 。 3 3. 5 O. 305 
3 2 3. 4 O. 1 1 1 天神 1 2 3. 2 O. 759 
入江 3 3. 4 O. 1 24 水元 30 3. 5 O. 22 1 
新富 1 17 3. 1 O. 527 高平 29 3. 4 O. 57 1 
2 O 神代 1 3. 5 。 2 2. 8 O. 228 柏木 2 1 3. 5 O. 42 1 
茶津 l 4. 7 港北 1 1 7 3. 4 O. 29 1 
母恋北 1 3 1 3. 3 O. 409 2 8 3. 5 O. 244 
2 24 3. 1 O. 578 3 9 3. 5 O. 223 
3 4 3. 2 O. 546 4 2 1 3. 3 O. 32 1 
母恋南 1 23 3. 5 O. 3 1 2 5 3 . 6 O. 083 
2 42 3. 4 O. 326 。 5 4‘ 1 1. 520 
3 32 3. 5 O. 383 本輸西 l 2 3. 1 O. 109 
4 17 3. 5 O. 373 2 1 1 3. 6 1. 377 
5 17 3. 6 O. 496 3 27 3. 5 O. 384 
御前水.1 30 3. 6 O. 1 72 4 22 3. 5 O. 227 
2 34 3. 6 O. 560 5 18 3. 6 O. 2 1 4 
3 5 3. 1 O. 833 幌萌 1 6 3. 7 O. 599 
O 7 3. 7 O. 340 陣屋 1 O 
御崎 1 O 2 2 3. 2 O. 176 
2 2 1 3. 3 O. 659 3 2 2. 8 O. 970 。 6 3. 3 O. 223 4 。
大沢 1 29 3. 4 O. 581 5 O 
2 17 3. 4 O. 269 香川 1 3. 9 
3 8 3. 2 O. 500 右川 4 4. 0 O. 196 
みゆき 1 22 3. 4 O. 349 白鳥台 l 37 3. 4 O. 264 
2 1 201 3. 6 10. 399 2 48 3. 4 O. 481 
3 2 1 3. 3 O. 799 
f中 513.510.228 4 30 3. 6 O. 427 




町 名 回答数 平均震度 分 散 町 名 回答数 平均震度 分散
美園 1 4 3. 6 O. 169 幌別 1 6 2. 9 O. 085 
2 7 3. 9 O. 180 2 1 3 3. 3 O. 155 
3 7 3. 3 O. 633 3 1 0 3. 2 O. 670 
4 1 2 3. 1 O. 535 4 9 3. 1 O. 156 
5 10 3. 4 O. 1 50 5 1 2 3. 1 O. 452 
6 22 3. 1 O. 724 6 1 3 2. 9 O. 309 
鷲jJl 1 2 3. 8 O. 553 7 8 3. 2 O. 226 
2 6 3. 6 O. 593 8 20 3. 7 O. 247 
3 24 3. 3 O. 544 中央 1 1 7 3. 2 O. 868 
4 25 3. 1 O. 288 2 39 3. 4 O. 244 
5 1 5 3. 2 O. 431 3 1 9 3. 4 O. 337 
6 1 1 3. 3 O. 1 91 4 1 1 3. 4 O. 419 
上鷲別 。 5 1 3 3. 7 O. 128 
若草 1 3 2. 9 O. 289 6 24 3. 2 O. 584 
2 9 3. 3 O. 624 7 22 4. 1 O. 548 
3 1 5 3. 9 O. 221 。 1 3 3. 5 O. 355 
4 7 3. 7 O. 206 富士 1 3 3. 4 O. 340 
5 8 3. 2 O. 493 2 6 3. 5 O. 161 
6 2 1 3. 2 O. 355 3 15 3. 2 O. 307 
新生 1 14 3. 2 O. 262 4 2 1 3. 7 O. 354 
2 23 3. 4 O. 3 1 1 5 1 1 3. 6 O. 426 
3 2 1 3. 4 O. 1 95 6 6 3. 5 O. 310 
4 6 3. 2 O. 255 7 1 3 3. 8 O. 790 
5 1 3 3. 3 O. 206 O 4 3. 8 O. 096 
6 7 3. 3 O. 180 柏木 1 33 3. 6 O. 444 
栄 1 5 2. 8 O. 622 2 9 3. 6 O. 226 
2 1 2 3. 4 O. 306 3 1 5 3. 8 O. 369 
3 5 3. 0 O. 618 4 14 3. 5 O. 340 
4 7 3. 3 O. 527 5 3 4. 1 O. 190 
富岸 1 3 3. 5 O. 024 常盤 1 1 3 3. 7 O. 233 
2 3 3. 0 O. 397 2 4 3. 7 O. 565 
3 1 3. 0 3 41 3. 6 O. 395 。 1 3. 9 4 1 1 3. 7 O. 561 
若山 1 1 0 3. 2 1. 3 1 1 5 1 1 3. 8 O. 278 
2 25 3. 6 O. 451 6 。
3 1 5 3. 5 O. 261 。 2 3. 3 O. 537 
4 9 3. 6 O. 464 千歳 1 4 3. 5 O. 095 
大和 1 。 2 14 3. 1 O. 248 
2 5 3. 2 O. 1 32 3 1 5 3. 2 O. 283 
緑 I 7 3. 0 O. 728 4 36 3. 4 O. 230 
2 28 3. 7 O. 256 5 O 
3 9 3. 6 O. 138 6 30 3. 7 O. 275 
4 O O 6 2. 7 O. 479 
青葉 4 3. 4 O. 724 札内 1 1 3. 2 O. 191 
桜木 1 1 7 3. 6 O. 3 1 6 新栄 2 3. 3 1. 000 
2 9 3. 9 O. 314 幸 1 4 4. 0 O. 426 
3 3 3. 4 O. 404 2 O 
4 1 9 4. 2 O. 387 3 1 3. 1 
5 3 3. 4 O. 062 4 1 3. 6 
6 2 2. 9 O. 052 5 4 3. 3 O. 303 
O 3 3. 9 O. 176 6 O 
新川 l O 富浦 1 1 7 3. 6 O. 393 
2 29 3. 6 O. 487 2 O 
3 5 3. 0 O. 1 20 3 。
4 1 8 3. 4 O. 251 4 。
片倉 1 10 3. 5 O. 336 5 O 
2 1 0 3. 8 O. 1 60 O 4 4. 0 O. 151 
3 1 2 3. 2 O. 1 22 登別港 l 。
4 O 2 2. 1 
5 26 3. 5 O. 229 登別本 l 1 3 3. 8 O. 229 
6 6 3. 8 O. 1 16 2 2 1 3. 5 O. 26 1 
鉱山 O 3 1 2 3. 9 O. 196 
川上 5 3. 1 O. 573 登別東 1 1 0 3. 4 O. 266 
登別温泉 42 3. 5 O. 426 2 27 3. 4 O. 427 
カルルス 。 3 1 1 3. 4 O. 507 
中登別 1 7 3. 5 O噂 899 4 1 5 3. 4 O. 748 





書季主三ま 歪望E ゴミ オ1 之ら 回I P司 妥主主 有 効 震度の タヨ十賢女
日は回答が無い町会.0は丁目不明も含む.0は地区の簡単な説明 回答数 平均値
絵新1・2・3、祝津2・3、増市1・2、港南1・2.0、
o 1 小橋内1・2・0、清水【1]・ 2、緑、西小路、沢、幕困、 415 3. 3 O. 448 
常盤、海岸2・3 (住宅地区)
02 【海岸1]、中央1・2・3、幸、本1・2、栄1・2、 89 3. 4 O. 358 
舟見1・2、入江 (室蘭市の行政中心地区・商業地区)
03 山手1・2・3 (室蘭地方気象台周辺) 13 3. 4 O. 551 
04 輪酋1・2・3・O (商業地区・社宅団地) 109 3. 7 O. 338 
05 東1・2・3・4・5 (住宅地区・工場団地) 198 3. 7 O. 482 
06 中島1・2・3・4、中島本1・2 (商業地区・社宅団地) 142 3. 7 O. 348 
07 水元、高砂3・4・5、天神、嫡I捌4 (室工大周辺) 90 3. 4 O. 433 
08 白鳥台1・2・3・4・5 . (室蘭のベッドタウン) 168 3. 4 O. 439 
09 鷲別1・2・3、美国1・2・3 (鷲}1iJJIの|日氾濫源) 50 3. 5 O. 543 
10 鷲別4・5・6、栄1・2・3・4 (海岸砂丘地区) 80 3. 2 O. 385 
1 1 若輩1・2・3・4、新生1・2・3・4 (新興住宅地区) 99 3. 4 O. 335 
1 2 美園4・5・6、若草5・6、新生5・6(丘陵斜面の住宅地) 93 3. 2 O. 428 
1 主 桜木1・2・3、緑2 (幌}1iJJIの!日氾濫源 {三ヶ月湖}) 57 3. 7 O. 303 
14 ヰ吹1・2・4・6 (登別市の行政中心地区・商業地区) 91 3. 3 O. 479 








































図 8中の波線A-A'より西の半島部全体の震度の平均値及び分散は，それぞ、れ， 3.4 (3.36)， 








てはまる地区は， 図 8の番号07，08である O この地域は，室蘭岳の古い火山活動に由来する火
山噴出物から主に構成される比較的良い地盤で，揺れの大きさが相対的に小さかったと考えられ
る。 しかし，幾つかの例外がこの地域に含まれている。例えば，香川町の露度は3.9，石川町の







祝津4 [2 J.中央 1 [3]，栄 2 [4 J.山手 1 [4]・3 [2 J.入江[3 J. 
母恋北 3 [4 J.神代[1 J.港北 5 [3 J.本輸西 1 [2 J.陣屋 2 [2].3 [2J. 

















































河内ら (1988)16) は，この地区の詳細な報告をしている O 以下にその中からこの地域の土地造














美園 1 [4]，鷲別 1 [3]，富岸 1 [3]・2 [3]・3 [1]，青葉[4 ] 
桜木3 [3]・5 [3]・6 [2]，富士 1 [3]，柏木 5 [3]，常盤 2 [4] 
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( 1 ) あなたは、この地震を感 bましたか。
1 感じた 2 感じなかった
( 2 ) あなたは、その頃、どこにいましたか。
1 家(建物)の中にいた 2 屋外にいた 3 その他




4 ねむっていた 5 その他






( 1 )で(1 感じた]にOをつけた方は、以下の質問にお答え下さい，
また(2 感じなつかた]をえらんだ方は、このままお返し下さい。
( 5 ) その場所の地形は、次のどれにあてはまる t思われますか。








1 木造 2 ブロック(レンガ)造 3 鉄筋コンクリート造 4 鉄骨コンクリート造 5 その他(
(8 ) その家(建物)は何備ですか。
l 平屋建 2 2階建 3 3-5階建 4 日-9階建 5 10階建以上
(9 ) あなたは、地震のときどの階にいましたか。
1 地階 2 階 3 2階 4 3-5階 5 日-9階 6 10階以上
( 1 0) その家(建物)が造られたのはいつ頃でしょうか。
1 鰻近 1-2年 2 数年前 3 かなり古い 4 非常に古い
( 1 1 ) あなたは地震のとき、電灯むかスイッチのひも、カレンゲーなど、吊 Lてあるものがゆれ動くのを認めましたか。
1 注意しなかった 2 見たが動きは認めちれなかった 3 かすかにゆれた
4 かなり激しくゆれた 5 非常に激しくゆれた
( 12) 台所の洗い桶、水盤、金魚鉢等の水、又はガラスピンの中のモノの動曹はいかがでしたか。
l 注意しなかった 2 見たが動きは認められなかった 3 わずかに動いた 4 かなり動いた
5 激しく動いた 8 あふれる穏に、激しくうごいた
( 1 3 ) 食器類とか、窓ガラス 戸 障子などの動曹は認められましたか。
1 気が付かなかった 2 かすかに音を立てた 3 カヲカタと音を立てて動いた
4 激し〈音を立てて動いた 5 非常に激し〈動き、食器・皿 ガラスなど割れたり、戸開子がはずれたものもあ
った
日 食器類、ガラスなどの破損が目立った 7 殆んどこわれた
( 14) すわりの悪いもの、たとえばコケシ 花ぴんとか、棚に鰻に置いた品物、ピン類など動曹は認められましたか。
1 殆んど認められなかった 2 わずかに動いた 3 かなり激しく動いた
4 一部が倒れたり、ズリ落ちたりした 5 殆んど全部が倒れ、または落ちた
( 1 5 ) タンス・戸棚・本箱など、重い家具の動きは認められましたか。
1 動かなかった 2 わずかにゆれ動いた 3 かなりゅれた 4 多少ズリ動いた




1 認めちれなかった 2 わずかにゆれた 3 かなりゆれた 4 激しくゆれた 5 非常に激しくギシ
ギシゆれた
日 倒れんばかりにゆれた
( 1 7 ) 家(建物)には、なんらかの被害がありましたか。
1 幸い、全然なかった 2 額がはずれたり、掛物が傾いたりした程度 3 壁かけ、額などが落ち、または花
びん ガラス器具が割れた 4 わずかながら型仁七ピ割れが入った 5 かなりヒピ曹IJれが入り、柱の継ぎ目の
喰い遣いも目につく程度 目 被害はかなり大き〈、修理の必要がある 7 家の傾きが目立った
( 18) あなたは、地震のゆれている時間をどのように感じましたか。
1 非常に短かった 2 短かった 3 どちちともいえない 4 長かった 5 非常に長かった
日 いつ終わるとも知れなかった
( 1 9 ) あなたが、地震をもっとも強く感じたのは、どのようなゆれのときですか。
1 ドンと突き上げてくる感 Uのゆれ 2 かなり速い繰りかえしの機ゆれ 3 ゆっくりとした繍ゆれ
4 特に区別できなかった 5 その他
( 20) あなたは地震に気がついたとき驚きましたか。
1 全然驚かなかった 2 少々驚いた 3 かなり驚いた 4 非常に驚いた 5 このうえな〈驚いた
( 2 1 ) それでは、こわきの程度はいかがでしたか。
1 なんとも思わなかった 2 少々こわいと思った 3 かなりこわい t思った 4 非常にごわいと思った
5 絶望的になった
( 2 2 ) あなたはそのときどのような行動に出ましたか。
1 なにもする必要を感じなかった 2 意識的に身の安全を考えた 3 意識して戸外へのがれた
4 ほとんど知らない間に戸外へとび出していた 5 全く本能的に行動したので、よく覚えていない
( 2 3 ) あなたは、地震のとき火気(ガヌコン口、石油スト プ等)をどうしま、したか。
1 使用していなかった 2 使つ工いなかったが消す必要を感じなかった 3 危険だと思ったので消した
4 無意識のうちに消していた 5 とても余裕がなかった
( 24) 地震のとき、家(勤め先)で、ねていた方にうかがいます。
1 眠っていなかった(または、他に離もいなかった)ので、答えちれない 2 目覚めた人は少数'
3 かなりの人が目覚めた 4 殆んどの人が目覚めた 5 全部の人が呂を覚ました
( 2 5 ) 地震のとき動いていた方にうかがいます。
1 行動に少しも支障を感じなかった 2 やや支陣在感じた 3 動き続けるのは困難であった
4 立っておれない樫であった 5 はいつくばってしまった 日 体をすくわれて倒れた
( 2 6 ) 戸外にいた方にうかがいます。樹木とか近くに停車中の自動車の、地震による動曹を認めましたか。
1 浅意を向けなかった 2 見たが動曹は認められなかった 3 かすかにゆれていた
4 かなり激しくゆれていた 5 音がする穂ゆれ動いていた
( 2 7 ) 自動車を運転していた方にうかがいます。運転に支障を感 Uましたか。
1 全然なんともなかった 2 やや支障を感じた 3 かなり困難を感じた 4 運転不能を感じて止まった
5 事故(道路をはずれる、ぶつかる)を起こした
( 2 8 ) 停車中の自動車に乗っていた方にうかがいます。
1 かすかなゆれを感じた 2 かなり激し〈ゆれるのを感じた 3 音がする樫ゆれ動いた
4 車がこわれんばかりにゆれ動いた
( 2 9 ) あなたのまわりで地震に気がついた人がいますか。
世に誰もいなかった 2 わずかな人が気がついた 3 かなりの人が地震とわかった
4 殆んどの人が気がついた 5 全員が確かに地震だと感じた
( 30) あなたのまわりで板塀、プロッケ塀、石垣、集合煙突、サイロなどの被害がありま Lたか。
1 全くなかった 2 塀のねじれ、継ぎ目に沿った曹IJれ、石垣、煙突、サイロのゆるみなどがわずかにみられた
3 塀のねじれ、割れ目、石垣、煙突、サイロのゆるみなどがかなり目立ち、くずれおちそうなものもあった
4 一部割れたり、ズリ落ちたり Lたものもあった 5 かなりのものが壇れた 白 ほとんど壊れた
( 3 1 ) あなたのまわりで家屋の大きな被害(半媛、全壇) tか、地変(地割れ、地すべり、道路のキレツ)などがありましたか。
1 全然なかった 2 わずかにあった 3 かなり日についた 4 非常に多かった
( 3 2 ) あなたのまわりでこの地震が原因の停電・給水停止などがありましたか。
1 全然なかった 2 短時間あった 3 かなり長時間にわたった
( 33) あなたのお年は、い〈つですか。
1 9才以下 2 20-29 3 30-39 4 40-49 5 50-59 6 日O才以上
( 34) あなたは、
1 男性 2 女性








Ti02 - B2 03混合物の Mg熱還元による TiB2の生成反応
平井伸治・土屋美智昭・片山 博
Formation of TiB2 by Magnesio -thermic Reduction 
of Ti02 - B2 03 Mixture. 
Shinji Hirai， Michiaki Tsuchiya and Hiroshi G. Katayama 
Abstract 
Experiments were conducted in order to elucidate the formation mech，mism of TiB2 by the simultaneous magnesio 
thermic reduction of Ti02 -B2 03 mixture. TiB2 was formed at 897 K or more， and its X . ray diffraction intensity 
increased with increasing temperature. In addition to MgO and MgTi204， which were main by . products， Mg3 (B03)2 
and (Mg， Ti) 0 were produced at lower temperature and at higher temperature， respectively. In the magnesio . ther 
mic reduction of Ti02， Ti2 0 was identified at 1273 K or more， and its X . ray diffraction intensity increased to a 
maximum at 1373 K. but finally disappeared at 1573 K. In reduction of short time period， however， the formation of 
Ti2 0 was observed even at 1573 K. On the other hand， inthe magnesio . thermic reduction of B2 03， the formation 
of boron could not be identified by Xザ ray.diffraction， but weak diffraction peaks of B4 C were detected. It was in 
ferred from these results that amorphous boron had been formed. Thermodynamic concideration clarified that Ti02 
is easily reduced to TiO with magnesium， but the additional reduction of TiO to Ti is difficult at higher temperature 
Therefore， since the formation of boron precedes in the simultaneous magnesioーthermicreduction of Ti02 -B2 03 
mixture， itwas concluded that TiB2 isfinally formed according to the next reaction : TiO十 Mg+ 2B = TiB2 + 
MgO. 
1. 緒言
TiB2セラミックスは，高融点 (3123K)，高硬度 (Hv:3370 kg / mm2) を有し，化学薬品や
1273 K以下の溶融アルミニウム，亜鉛，鉛等に対して優れた耐食性を有することから，耐摩耗性











生成物として TiBが生成した場合は，その融点 (2503K)が低いため TiB2は融着塊となり，ま
たTiBが生成しない場合でも多孔質体となり (3)微細な粉末の合成は困難である。そこで，微細
なTiB2粉末を得るには反応熱や反応速度の制御が必要となるが，その一方法として非品質 Bと






ガスのレーザーによる励起加熱を利用した合成法 (7)や BC13-TiC14 -H2混合ガスのレーザーに
よる誘電破壊で誘起きれる気相反応を利用した合成法(8) も報告されている。
(3)の熱還元法では.Ti02. B203を出発原料として.Mgを還元剤として用い.Ti02: B2 03 : 
Mg = 1 1 5 -7の混合物から比較的低温にて TiB2粉末を合成することができる (1)(9) 


















Ti02 -B2 03混合物の Mg熱還元による TiB2の生成反応
を用いた。これらはいずれも試薬特級品であり ，473 Kにて1.8ks乾燥した後使用した。また，
還元剤はー75μmの Mg粉末 (99.96%) を用いた。
原料粉末の混合は，次の方法で行った。 TiOzとBz03をモル比 1に配合した後，エタノー
ルを加えて十分撹祥し，次いで徐々にエタノールを蒸発させながらペースト状にし，最後に473








た生成物についてX線回折 (CuKα 線， 40 kV， 20 mA) を行い，各相の生成量を Siを内部標準
試料とした相対回折強度 (1/ Isi) を用小て評価した。その際，タブレットを十分粉砕した試料
に対して10wt %の Si粉末 (99.999%) を加えて乳鉢にて入念に混合した後X線回折を行い， Si 
(200)の回折強度で補正した。




Fig. 1は， 1173-1573 K聞の各温度において3.6ks還元後の反応生成物のX線回折パターン
を示したものである。各温度とも TiBzの生成が確認されたが，温度の上昇と共にその回折強度
も増大している。また，副生成物として MgOとMgTiz04は全ての温度において同定され，その
他， 1123 Kでは Mg3(B03) z， 1373 Kでは MgOに Tiが固溶した (Mg，Ti)Oと推定されるも
のも同定された。なお，未反応の TiOzや Bz03は同定されず，また，同定不能であった un-
knownピークは，マグネシウムボライド (MgBz，MgB4， MgB6)や低級ホウ化チタン (TizB，TiB) 
ではないことを確認している O 次に，主要な生成相である TiBz，MgO， MgTiz 04等の相対回折
強度と還元温度との関係を Fig.2に示す。還元時間は1173K以上では3.6ks， 1123 K以下は1.8
ksとした。 TiBzの生成は873Kから確認され，その回折強度は温度の上昇と共に増大した。また，
MgOや MgTiz04の回折強度も温度と共に増大した。 1373-1473K間に見られる TiB2の回折強
度の急激な増大は， Mgの沸点が1378Kであることを考慮すると，この温度以上では液中日一回相










Ti)Oは一方， (Mg， て完全に消滅した。 Mg3(B03) zは1123K以下の低温側において生成し，
1473 K以上の高温側において生成した。
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Fig. 2 
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Fig. 3 Change in the relative X . raydiffraction intensities of TiB2・
MgO. MgTi204 and (Mg. Ti) 0 with the amount of added Mg. 
反応は0.9ks以内の短時間のうちにはほ終了したことがわかった。
さらに，還元温度を1573K，時間を3."6ks一定として，各生成相の相対強度に及ぼす Mg配合
比の影響を調べた。その結果を Fig.3 に示す。本反応系における Mgの当量配合比5モルから
Mg量を増加させると， 5.5モルまでは TiBzの相対回折強度が緩やかに増大し，反対に MgOと
MgTiz 04の回折強度は減少した。 5.5モル以降は TiBzの回折強度はほとんど変化しないが，









た。 TiOz: BZ03 : Mg = 1 1 3の混合物を用いて 1回目の還元実験を行った後，さらに Mg
のみを 3モル加えて 2回目の還元実験を行った。 2回の還元実験は，それぞれ1573Kにて1.8ks 
行った。 1回目の還元実験後の試料には x線回折により (Mg，Ti)Oの生成が認められたが，







Fig. 4は TiOzと Mgをモル比 1 2に配合し，還元時間を3.6ks一定とした場合の各生成
相の相対回折強度と還元温度の関係を示したものである。 1173Kでは MgOが同定され，その相
対回折強度は温度の上昇と共に徐々に低下している。一方， 1173 Kを超えると Tiz0が生成し，
その回折強度は1373Kにて最大に達した。なお，この Tiz0は， Ti -0系状態図(17)によると，
高温時において酸素を周溶限近くまで固溶した αTi相から冷却時に形成されたものである O
1373 Kを超えると， TizOの回折強度は低下し， 1573 Kでは消滅に至り，代わって MgTiz04と
(Mg， Ti)Oの回折強度が増大し始めた。すなわち，高温側では TiOzの αTi相への還元は起り









T i02 : Mg = 1 : 2
1573K 
with tem perature 
Fig. 4 Change in the relative X . raydiffraction inten. Fig. 5 Change in the relative X . raydiffraction inten 
sities of Tiz 0， MgO， MgTi2 04 and (Mg，Ti)O sities of Ti2 0， MgO， MgTi2 04 and (Mg，Ti)O 
with time. 
Fig. 5は，還元温度を1573K一定とした場合の各生成相の相対回折強度に及ぼす還元時間の
影響を示したものである。 Ti20は， 0.9 ksの短時間還元では生成するが， l.8 ks後には完全に




Fig. 6は， Bz 03とMgをモル比 1 3に配合し，還元時間を3.6ks一定とした場合の各生成
相の相対回折強度と還元温度の関係を示したものである。反応生成物として MgOの他に複酸化
物の Mg3 (B03) 2，さらに B4Cが同定された。 Bが同定されないのに B4Cが同定されたのは，
Bz 03のMg還元により非品質の Bが生成し，それがるつぼの黒鉛と反応して B4Cを生成した
ためと推定される O
66 




②Ti02の Mg還元では， Ti20 (高温では酸素を固溶した αTi相)の回折強度は， 1373 Kまで
は増大したが，それ以上の高温では低下し，
Ti203，さらには TiOまで容易に進行する。
2 Ti02 + Mg = Ti203十 MgO
l:¥GO I J = -229990+ 20.21 T 
l:¥GO I J = -349700+106.98 T 
Ti203 + Mg = 2 TiO十 MgO
l:¥GO I J = -137110+ 7.32 T 
8203 : Mg = 1 : 3 
3.6ks 
1.0ト
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Flg. 6 Change in the r'elative X -ray diffraction in-
tensities of Mg3 (B03)2， MgO and B4 C with 
temperature， 














( 922 -1363 K) 
(1363-1943 K) 
(2 ) 
( 922 -1363 K) 
l:¥GO I J = -256820+ 94.10 T (1363-1943 K) 
しかし， TiOのTiへの還元反応(3)は，低温側で容易に進行するが，高温側では進行し難くなる。
TiO + Mg = Ti + MgO ( 3 ) 
l:¥GO I J = -95270+43.221 T ( 922-1363 K) 




(4 ) 1 I 3 B2 03 + Mg = 2 I 3 B十 MgO
l:¥GO /J = -200290+ 47.27 T 
ムGO I J = -319990+125.68 T 







TiO+Mg+ 2B =ιTiB2 + MgO ( 5 ) 
AGO / J = -379780+ 63.72 T ( 922-1363 K) 
AG。ノJ = -499490+150.50T (1363-1943K) 















Flg. 7 Temperature dependence of ~Go. 
4. 結論
ホ(!，Cl
本研究では， Ti02 -B203混合物の Mgによる同時還元により TiB2を合成する際の反応過程に
ついて検討した。得られた結果を以下に要約する。
(1) TiB2の生成は， 873 K以上で確認され，そのX線回折強度は高温ほど増大した。また，副
生成物として常に MgOおよび MgTI204が生成しその他，低温側では Mg3(B03)2，高温側
では (Mg，Ti)Oも生成した。
(2) Ti02の Mg還元では， 1273 K以上でTi20(還元温度では高酸素の αTi)が同定され，
1373 Kでその回折強度は最大に達したが， 1573 Kでは消滅した。ただし， 0.9 ksの短時間還
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元では，1573 Kでも Ti20の生成が確認された。
(3) B203の Mg還元では Bの生成を X線回折によって同定できず，非品質として生成すると
推定された。なお，生成物中には少量の B4Cが同定され，これは非品質の Bが黒鉛るつぽと
反応して生成したものと考えられる。
(4) 熱力学的検討の結果， Ti02の Mg還元では Ti02から TiOまでの還元は容易に起こるが，
さらに TiOから αTiへの還元は，高温側では起こり難いことがわかった O また， Ti02 -B203 
混合物の Mg還元では，まず B203の Bへの還元と， Ti02の TiOへの還元が起り，次いで反
応 TiO十 Mg+ 2 B = TiB2十 MgOにより TiB2が生成するものと推察した。
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Diffusion Bonding of WC -Co Hard Metal to 
Steel Using Nickel Foil as an lnsert-metal 
Tadashi MOMONO， Nobuyuki DEGAWA牢1，Hiroshi G. KATAYAMA， 
Isao SHIBATA *2， Yoshihiro MINATO牢2，Tatsuya KANAYAMA *2， 
Kazuhiro YAMAGUCHI*2， Masahiro SAKAI牢3，Isao MAKINO牢3
Syuichi KAMOT A * 3， and Yasuki MIY AKOSHI 
Abstract 
Diffusion bonding of WC -10% Co hard metal to mild stel ( S 20 C ) was carried out by holding at 1000-
1075.C for 30 min under the applied pressure of 0.5 -1.5 kgf / mm2 in vacuum using Ni foil (10 -500μmm 
thickness) as an insert-metal. The tensile strength of joints increased through a maximum at 100μm thickness of 
Ni foil. Beyound 100μm however， the strength of the joint was almost independent of the thickness of Ni foil. The 
improvement of the bonding strength was interpreted by the decrease of the thermal stresses which is due to the dif-
ference in the coefficients of thermal expansion of the hard metal and the steel during the cooling of the joints_ Ther-
mal stresses have been estimated by the theory of thermal elastic analysis based on the finite element method. 
1.緒言
超硬合金 (Hartmetalle，hard metals， cementedcarbides) とは，周期律表第町 a，Va，VIa族




























mm，鉄鋼の形状は~ 14 X 20 mm 
であり，インサート材として用いた






























































接合界面近傍の光学顕微鏡組織写真を示す。接合条件は TB= 1000.C， PB = 0.5 kgf / mm2， tB 





た場合の，接合界面近傍の光学顕微鏡組織写真を示す。接合条件は TB= 1000.C， PB = 0.5 kgf 
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Ni箔をインサー ト材とした WC-Co系超硬合金と鉄鋼の拡散接合
I mm2• tB = 30 minである。 (a)は接合のままであり.(b)は1000t.50 hr後熱処理した結果であ
る。写真1に比べて Ni箔/超硬合金界面に未接合部と思われる黒色部が観察される。このよう
な未接合部の消滅には接合温度の上昇，および接合圧力の増大が効果的と考えられ，以後の接合
条f牛を TB=1075t. PB= 1. 5kgflmm2• tB= 30minとした。
写真3は厚さ500μmのNi箔をインサート材として，純鉄と超硬合金とを拡散接・合した場合
の，接合界面近傍の光学顕微鏡組織写真を示す。接合条件は TB= 1075t. PB = 1. 5 kgf I mm2• 
tB = 30 minである。純鉄/Ni箔，および Ni箔/超硬合金界面には特有の化合物層の形成は認
められず，接合性が極めて良好であることを示している。
3.2 接合強さ





























(b) 1 OOO"C， 50hr後熱処理 100 μm 
写真1 純鉄/超硬合金接合界面の顕微鏡組織。
接合条件:TB = 10∞.C， PB = 0.5 kgf / mm2， 





(b) 1000"C， 50hr後熱処理 100μm 
写真2 純鉄/超硬合金接合界面の顕微鏡組織。
接合条件:TB = 10ω'c， Pnニ 0.5kgf / mm2， 
tB = 30 min， Ni箔厚さ=30μm.
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接合条件 TB= 1075"C. PB = 1.5 kgf / mm2• 
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図6，図 7は超硬合金と純鉄とを TB=10000C， PB =0.5kgflmm2， tB =30minの接合条件で，
厚さ30μmのNi箔インサート材を用いて接合した破断面のX線解析結果を示す。図 6(a)および







一方，超硬合金と純鉄とを TB=10750C， PB =1.5kgflmm三tB=30minの接合条件で，厚さ
500μmのNi箔インサート材を用いて接合した破断面のX線解析結果を図 8に示す。図 8(b)より，
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材 料 ヤング率 ポアソン比 熱膨張係数
(kgf/mm2) (x 10-6/ "C) 
WC-Co合金 5.2xl04 O. 23 5. 1 
純 鉄 2.1xl04 O. 30 1 1. 7 





















+7. 3203xl0-' +3.3082xI0-' 
-1. 0773xl0-' -1. 1185XI0-' 
+8. 3977xI0-' +4. 4267xl0-4 
上嶋値(・)kg/n'l +1. 6581xI0-' 
下端値(ロ)kg/ザ 1-1. 0848x10-' 






上端値(・)kg/..' I + 1. 7007 x 1 0-' 
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3. Ni箔厚さ 100μm以上， TB =10750C， PB =1.5kgflmm2， tB =30minの接合条件で，
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Based on Knowledge Representation 
Hiroyoshi BABA， Ichiro SUGIOKA 
Abstract 
The objective of this research is analyzing and understanding the deep machanism of a declarative language， for 
example Prolog， by adopting time-state， hypothetical and multi-u日iverseinferences in such a symbolic processing 
We coded the analysis system in Automated Reasoning Tool (ART・)and LISP. The main part of the system is sepa 
rated into three parts， namely， the first part is 'syntax tree construction'， the second part is 'attribute evaluation' 
and the final part is 'viewpoint network simulation'. The input to the system is source codes of Prolog. Then， after 
passing through inside the system， the result of processing is outputted. The result means the simulated variable at 
each stage， that are temporary， hypothetically and hierarchy. 
This paper describes the peculiarity of declarative language， the methodologies for representing incomplete know 
ledge that related to the programming of our system. Then， about the implementation of the syntax and semantic ana. 
lyzer， some considerations regarding the system are described. 
1. Introduction 
In the researches of the field of artificial intelligence (AI)， itwas since the last decade that some 
AI researchers have started to study knowledge representation including the concepts of temporal 
processes. 
Compilers， in the other words， language processors， consists of two parts ωan analysis part and 
a synthesis part. In the analysis part， itis necessary to formalize the semantics of the languages 
for their semantic analysis and context analysis. Usually， semantic analysis are divided into static 
analysis and dynamic analysis. The former plays a role of verifying the correspondence between 
the usage of names and their declarations， inspecting the information of types， and checking 
whether each definition is duplicated or not. To fulfill such analysis， the attribute grammar of 
each programming language are basically introduced. But we stil don't have the unified methodo-
logies for the latter， dynamic analysis. Theoretically， an attribute grammar is also able to analyze 
the semantics of programming languages dynamically， but we tried from a different direction 
simulating the processes of a program to apply temporal， hypothetical and multi-universe reason-
ing. Partly because temporal infεrence is related to nonmonotonic reasoning while hypothetical one 
related to monotonic reasoning， they are the main topics of the recent researches of knowledge 
• ART is the trademark of Inference Corp 
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representation， 
Monotonic implies that the number of facts in the database is always increasing， but nonmonoto-
nic is not always increasing_ 
As concerns knowledge， there are four different kinds of ambiguities U ncertainty incomplete-
ness， polysemy and fuzziness. In our study， we focused on specially the incompleteness of know 
ledge to analyze the language processing. In incomplete knowledge， itis possible to be denied pre 
vious true facts concluded by some inferences at the time new facts are loaded in a knowledge 
base. So this situation has nonmonotonic characteristics. Some AI researchers have been studying 
the logic for incomplete knowledge， also the other establishing dynamic inference systems that can 
update a set of the truth in a knowledge base in real time (or， in each step of changing conditions)， 
effectively_ The representatives of the former are nonmonotonic logic and a default reasoning， and 
the ones of the latter are a truth maintenance system， and an assumption但basedtruth maintenance 
system_ We put the essence of their concepts in the analyzer. 
There are many classes in attribute grammars. Originally. an attribute grammar stemmed from 
an context free grammar as its semantics. Even though many researchers presented their theories 
and systems using an attribute grammars， itis hard to find the relationship between non-procedu 
ral languages， like Prolog or LISP， and their attribute grammars. Under such a situation， we de-
cided to attempt analyzing Prolog language. Prolog is one of the norトprocedural，namely， declara-
tive languages_ In analyzing Prolog symbolically， we considered its attribute grammars from the 
context free grammars as the processes of static semantic consulting. 
2. Declarative Language 
There are two different categories in the programming languages -a procedural language and a 
declarative language. In a procedural language like FORTRAN and Pascal， programmers show ex-
act steps of processing. In other words， they have to implement HOW to solve problems in their 
programs. On the contrary， we just write codes WHAT to solve programs in a declarative lan 
guage like Prolog. A declarative language is sometimes called a relational language as they only 
describe the relationship among different predicates and clauses. 
Nondeterminism is another peculiarity of a declarative language. It is the theoretical concept for 
the definition of abstract calculus models. Intuitively， a true nondeterministic machine is the one 
that can choose the next proper way at each alternative. We hardly realize such a machine truly， 
but we might simulate， or resemble its machanism. A logic programming model is a good tool for 
doing it， and the model of the programming language is declarative. Technically， a generate-and-
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test method is the representative strategy for simulation. However， a don't.know nondeterminism 
is more difficult to figure out the right choice at each alternative than a don't.care nondeterminism 
as it's not always true to reach the goal through each division in a don't.know nondetermin.ism and 
the latter one is opposite any different decisions never fail. The former nondeterminism has a 
limitation that we cannot find the way should be proceed to next at the each time. 
Some simulation programs are suitable examples for application of the nondeterministic prog-
ramming， and especially， tosimulate the transition of an nondeterministic finite automaton (NDFA) 
is better instance for a don't-know nondeterminism. It is very easy to implement the interpreter 
for various kinds of automata in Prolog so that we programmed NDF A in the declarative language 
as a material for verification of our simulator. 
We implemented the dynamic semantic analyzer for a deciarative language as its simulation of a 
don't-know nondeterminism_ We don't think it is valid to simulate the meaning of a procedurallan-
guage simply because the language is quite deterministicー thesequences of each different process 
has been determined in advance. 
The nondeterminism of Prolog is deeply related to its recursion in the program. Sometimes it is 
very complicated the transitions of variables in Prolog because the both characteristics are in-
volved tightly each other. Therefore， we constructively applied hypothetical reasoning to Prolog's 
nondeterministic characteristics， and simultaneously， we also did temporal and multi-universe 
reasoning to its recursive functions -to inspect the language multiply -or， in a sense， three 
dimensionally. 
3. Knowledge Representation 
In this chapter， mainly， the methodologies for representing an incomplete knowledge， and temp-
oral reasoning are described and discussed briefly. 
3.1 Frame Problem 
In [1]， one of the few philosophical problems in artificial intelligence ¥'{as pointed out -the 
frame problem. The frame problem implies such a truth that the quantities of the descriptions 
might be enormous and intractable in a trial to express al the changes of eonditions in the world 
only by logic. This is an essential problem of the complexity， and the frame problem suggested 
that we describe or process only a partial information in a huge world. More concretely， the prob-
lem is separated into two classes : the frame problem for description and that for processing. The 
former is an approach to attract the best conciusion by describing the situation partially in incom 
plete information. The concept of complexity is related to both space and time， that is to say， pro-
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cessing and description. 
In [2]. an another direct approach toward the frame problem， the unless operator， isdescribed. 
This trial contains two ideas : the one is for properties and one for actions. In the former， an ob 
ject retains its property until the property is explicitly changed. In the latter， an action is keeping 
until it is explicitly discontinued by another action. 
3.2 Default Reasoning 
A default type of reasoning is to formalize the inferences logically under an incomplete informa-
tion. More concretely， itappoaches to expand the first order predicate logic so that the logic can 
accepts some exceptions and such an intuitive semantics. Default reasoning [3] and nonmonotonic 
logic [4] are the representatives of trials to deal with calculating the situation in incomplete know 
ledge from the side of logic approach. Both realize the impossibilities of proofs for some facts by 
an original modal symbol. The difference between them， however， isthat in default reasoning， the 
sentences include its modal symbol appear only in the inference rules， while in nonmonotonic logic， 
the modal symbol itself is admitted as an formative element f{)f logical expressions. Truth mainthe-
nance system， itmay be described later， inplies some methodologies how to realize such modal 
logical formalizing instead of the difficulties for apply their concept on a computer. 
3.2.1 Default Reasoning and Nonmonotonic Logic 
The default logic consists of a set ofaxiom and a set of default. It introduced a modal symbol， 
called consistent， for the inference rules. Default rules are supposed to indicate what conclusions 
to ]ump to 
In default reasoning， itis always possible that an inspection of its noncontradictory for judging 
whether a logic expression is a theorem or not fails into an infinite loop. It is because the infer-
ence rules show defaults unable to exist in the range of the countable and finite number. The se-
rious defects of such an default type reasoning comes from the difficultly of talking into considera-
tion the concept of time -its mono-directional characteristics. We m ust consist the symbolic sys-
tem and computational system that adapt the structure of our understandings under the temporal 
transition in a world. That is， the main problem is how to build the ontology of time and world 
into a logical machinery 
3.2.2 Truth Maintenance System 
Truth maintenance system (TMS) realized to attract the facts as conclusion of default inference 
under incomplete knowledge， and to modify such conclusions dynamically and timely when they 
have been proved to be failures. In TMS， each fact has the attributes to show the condition : 'in' or 
'out'. If a certain fact is believed at this time， its attribute is 'in¥and if not， the attribute is 'out' 
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This concept independents that the fact is true or false. 
So the keypoint of default reasoning on a computer is how to figure out the default value caused 
a contradictory effectively and efficient1y. Every fact if TMS consists of a node， a statement and a 
justification -a node is a time tag for the fact and a justification contains the reasons of the 
knowledge 
3.2.3 Assumption-based Truth Maintenance System 
An assumption-based truth maintenance system (A TMS) is originally based on the theory of 
hypothesis-based reasoning. In hypothesis-based reasoning， hypothesis generation is defined as a 
symbolic process to infer a hypothesis "H" which is unrecognized knowledge from a observed fact 
"0" that is experienced knowledge and a known axiom "H I 一ー0"that general knowledge. The sym-
bol " I -"means an provability 
ATMS is a truth maintenance system which determines what nodes are believed in the current 
situation. A particular situation in A TMS is called context. Also， the fundamental function in 
A TMS is to maintain consistency and non四contradictoryin the whole of knowledge bas'e. In ATMS， 
a fundamental unit of data is called node and a node consists of three parts -datum， label， and 
justifications. 
A datum is the contents of data and justifications is the same as that in TMS. A label contains 
several hypothetical lists called environment. Environment is a set of hypotheses and every en-
vironment is recorded in the label of each node. The fact doesn't depends on any particuJar 
reasons is called promise. At the time when we retracting on the processing of each inference， we 
will reach a fact or a hypothesis finally. As a resu1t， ATMS is designed to function in tandem with 
a problem solver as part of an overall reason system， and the problem solver records al the infer 
ences they make justifications and al the hypotheses make assumptions目
3.3 Temporal Reasoning 
In the researches of AI， there are two standpoints toward the concept of time : the law of causal-
ity and an event. Most1y， time is regarded as the changes of a situation. The law of causality com 
es from the definitions of the natural transition among situations. In.other words， itis the relation-
ship of the causality from a situation to a situation. This approach aims to understand the time， 
that means a kind of projection from the past to the future， by predicting a dynamics in the world. 
On the other hand， an event is a sort of incident that causes the change of situation and it happens 
at a certain time. Especially， the event by the specific people is called an action. This point of view 
formalizes the time stream as a sequential relation of 'precedence' or 'earlier-later'. 
The formal model of time is mostly established with predicate logic : toformalize the expessions 
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and reasoning of temporal transition in the world by using predicate logic. But unfortunately， the 
world of predicate logic is inadequate to describe the change of situation caused by time. To over田
come such a defect， people try to expand predicate logic. 
In [5]， time is a set of states that are instantaneous universes and there is temporal sequence 
among al the states. The set of state which corresponds to a time stream from the past to the fu 
ture is called chronicle. Facts are the static element of its temporal representation and events are 
the dynamic one. This idea approaches to the inference of causality， sequential transition with rep 
resenting such facts and events. 
The other temporal reasoning based on time intervals is supposed in [6[ 
These temporal inferences realize the concepts of causality， persistency and sequentially， and 
rich environment with the elements for representation， but it seems to. be considered， somehow， the 
expansion of predicate logic attaches limitations. 
4. Analysis System Implementation 
We coded the analysis system in the Auotmated Reasoning Tool (ART) and LISP. ART is so far 
called the second generation tool for expert systems. Its syntaxes are quite similar to those of 
LISP and it has some feathers for realizing expert systems schemata， logic dependencies and 
viewpoints. Therefore， ART is like the preprocessor of LISP language. 
Prolog 
Source Code 
Fig.1 The analysis system 
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Fig.l shows the whole structure of our analysis system we implemented. 
The input to this sytem is source codes of Prolog. The main part of the system is separated into 
three parts， the first part is to do symbolic processing from the inputted codes into tree structure 
('syntax tree construction')， the second part， 'attribute evaluation' checks the static semantics of 
the tree， and the final part， that is， 'viewpoint network simulation' is for the processing of dynamic 
semantic analysis. Then， after passing through inside the system， the result of processing is out-
putted. The result means the simulated variable at each stageー temporary，hypothetically and 
hierarchy. Or， otherwise， some error messages may appear as result in turn， ifthe Prolog source 
codes have initially some syntax or semantic problems. The first step， 'syntax tree construction' 
relies its processes on the knowledge base， Backus N our Form (BNF) rules. Also， the next process 
for evaluating the attributes of Prolog has another database called 'attribute grammar semantic 
rules'. These two previous sections access the part， 'error processing¥The error processing divi-
4.1 Syntax Analysis 
sion can be regarded as the other database 
The original idea in this analyzing is the unique way to convert Prolog into a LISP-like list 
structure. 
4.1.1 Backus Nour 
Form 
BNF is another form 
of context free gram-
mars (CFG). CFG is the 
unified theory or metho-
dology for designing 
programming language 
or some tools that have 
their original languages. 
Of course， CFG exists in 
a declarative language 
because the grammar is 
also the production 
rules from the start 
symbol toward al the 
terminal symbols via 
<clause> ::= <fact>. <rule> . 
<fact> ::= <relational-expr> 
<relational-expr> ::= <n四 .e> <termlist> 
<n白隠> ::= <srnall-letter> <srnall-letter> I } * 
<termlist> : : = <terrn> <terrn> <termlist壬一
<terrn> ::= <nurnber> <list> <variable> 
<cornpoundterrn> 
<n国nber> ::= <digit> { <digit> } * 
<list> ::= <e1ernentlist> 
<e1e踊 nt1ist> ::= <term> <terrn> I <terrn> 
<terrn> <e1回nent1ist>
<cornpoundterrn> ::= <n国胆> <terrn1ist> 
<variab1e> ::= <capita11etter> <n出陣>
<rule> ::= <relational-expr> ー <subgoal-list>
<subgoal~list> ::= <subgoa1> <subgoal> 
<subgoal-list> 
<subgoa1> ::= <relationa1-expr> <cornparison> 
<cornparison> ::= <variable> <cornpare> <variable> 
くarithrnetic><cornoare> <arithn田tic>
<arithrnetic> ::= <rnu1t-exp> <adding> <mult-exp> 
<rnult-exp> 
<rnult-exp> ::= <nurnber> 
<arithn担tic>






<cornpare> ::= is¥< > <= 
>= 
<adding> : : = + 
<rnultiplyi珂> ::= / 
<digit> ::= 0 2 8 9 
<srnall-letter> ::= a b x y z 
<capital-letter> ::= A B X Y Z 
Fig.2 The Backus Nour From for Prolog 
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nonterminal symbols. The start symbol is also categorized in nonterminal. Fig.2 shows the BNF of 
Prolog. 
We should keep in mind not to confuse between several terminal symbols that peculiar to each 
language and the meta symbols for BNF. Especially， the symbols， a vertical bar and left.and.right 
brackets. In BNF， a vertical bar expresses the alternation in the body parts of the each sentences 
while in Prolog， that is a division in the list. The other meta symbols in BNF and their intentions 
are as follows : . :=." (production)，" ( . )" (nont巴rminalsymbols)，" 1.1・.(repetition)， " [… J" 
(possible to omit). In the rules， we can 
easily find out al the symbols except 
meta symbols and the name surrounded 
by " ( ) .are the terminal symbols that 
appear at each leaves in the tree. 
Fig.3 and Fig.4 are the hierarchical 
structures of Prolog's BNF rules. In a 
bottom-up parsing， the analysis starts 
from the terminal symbols and traverses 
inside the tree from downside to upside 
along branches， then， checks whether can 
arrive at the root of nonterminal， "clause" 
or not. If it succeed， the Prolog source 
sentences are proved as syntactic okay. 
On the other， a top-down parsing begins 
with the root then passes down toward 
each leaf， terminal symbol. We designed a 
bottom-up parsing for syntax analysis at 
this time with the LISP-like lists. Next， we 
explain the algorithms how to make the 
LISP-like lists from source codes. 
Fig.5 is an example of ordinary syntax 
tree. In every programming language，. its 
sentence is able to be drawn to such as a 
tree once the context free grammars of 
the language has been established. 
<clause> 
s戸戸、、事








<name> ( <termllat> ) 
<ter何百> . <elementlist> 




<subgoal> • <subgoal-1I8t> 
〈…~七エニ:--1





<number> <varlable> /、、 tlc> 
* / 
Fig.4 The tre structure for BNF of Prolog's rule 
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Obviously, all the leaves of the tree keep terminal symbols while the nodes are occupied with non-
terminal ones. 




<relational-expr> • <subgoal-llst> 
.//~.- ___ 1------
<narfle> (<term list> > <subgoal>, <subgoal-list> 
me~b:v1~liSt> ~ <~gOal> 
<term>' / <relational-expr> \ I <tefm> / / ~ <comparison> 
<variable> I.lt <name> «te~list> >/; / ~'i~ ~ 
X [<elementlist>] member \ 
~/~ X, Ys 
<term> I <term> 
/ / <arithmetic> 
<variable> <variable> ~ <compare> 
/ I </t-exp> /arithmetiC> 
Y Ys <variable> iS~m';ill::exp> 
/ <mult-exp> / <numJer> 
X <vari~ <adding> \ 
/ / <digit> 
X + / 1 
Fig.5 The traditional BNF system tree for Prolog's rule 
4.2 Semantic Analysis 
Semantic sanalysis can be divided into two components, analyzing static semantics and dynamic 
semantics. We originally designed the structure of intermediate codes from the BNF tree of source 
programs. The LISP-like list structure is useful to detect the nature of attributes of the each ter-
minal symbol and helps to convert the codes into the mechanism of dynamic semantic analysis. 
4.2.1 Static Semantic AnalYSis 
The main part of analyzing static semantics of Prolog relies the fundamental concepts on attri-
bute grammars. Namely, the system achieves its purpose, checks whether the declaration 'of terms 
and their usages have been matching correctly, by attributes. 
4.2.1.1 LISP-like Lists 
The essence of LISP-like lists is simple: reflecting the depth from the root in BNF tree of each 
terminal symbol to the depth of the nest in the list. In Fig.6, each number from 1 to 5 intends the 
depth of terminal symbols. Now we ignore the configuration of nonterminal symbols. As shown in 
Fig.6, for example, " . " is in the depth" 1", the name "member", " ( " and" ) " are located in the 
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First， we changed al the symbols them 
depth '2'， and the syinbols " [ " and" I " arein the ' 4¥Then， Fig.7 may be able to construct. 
member ( X • [ X I Xs] ) 
selves， except the names which have 
alphabetical notation initially as "mem. 
b巴rぺintotheir English notations such as 
from .I . to " bar へItis not convenient 
to keep their symbolic notations stil in. 
side a nested list. Also， we must avoid 
confusing between the parentheses for 
signs of the beginning and the end of list 
and "left parenthesis" or "right parenth. 
" eSls 
Then， we arranged the terminal sym. 
bols horizontally at each nest from the 
left to right in order， reflected the posi. 
tion in BNF tree. the new tree drawn at 
the boUom in Fig.7 shows the nesting 
situation of each terminal symbol by 
hierarchical structure. This is not the tree 
that simplycome from the BNF rules. 
This is the original. All the nonterminal 
symbols are hidden in the rectangles in 
the tree. Apparently， every leaf of th~ 
tree has been occupied by terminal sym. 
<fa石ア¥・ +ー 1 
/ー<relatjonal-expf> 
____ t、ご~一一，:::~am~'::_1I ( <ter叩ist> ) ~ー・ 2
ber ‘/卜¥........_-ー【
<ter~ 1I 5l:> ........ ;，:s 
X" .• <list> 
4 一ー f〈石耳石ET1L __ 
<terrr、 <terrr、〉
5 -一--t-惨 "X" "XslI 
Fig.6 The first approach for the L.L.L. from the BNF tre 
(The expression L.L.L. is the abbreviation of LISP.like lists) 





? period ) 
right 、
paげenthesis
3 ("X" comma 
I left right 、
4 l bracket bracket 
5 ("X" bar "Xs" ) 
Fig.7 The initial L. L. L. structure and its supplemental tre 
bol and this tree shows the depth of nesting of the symbols exactJy. 
Fig.8 shows more elegant structure compared with the previous pictures in both the.original list 
and tree. As it is troublesome and there aren't any serious reasons to keep "left.and right司parenth
esis" separately， we combined them like "parentheses" or "brackets". AIld we have rearranged the 
position of these terminal symbols so that nonalphabetical symbols appear at the left.most side in 
each nested list. The reason is simple it is easier to control the list processing in LISP by the 
functions such as "car" or "caddr". In addition， the tree below LISP.like lists has changed the loca. 
tion of its leaves correspondingly. 
Fig.8 and Fig.9 are almost final stages for designing the LISP.like lists from BNF tree. The Pro 
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log sentence in Fig.9 is a rule while the one in Fig.8 a fact. In the latter， the nonalphabetical sym-
bol" :一"appears as the English word " if". Plus， we finally prepared the list as if it were LISP 
programs. The element in the Iist consists of six different nonalphabetical symbols and the English 
names depends on the programmer "period" " if'¥" parentheses '¥comma " " brackets 
bar " ， and so on. The fact described here is al caused by the Prolog's grammar， and is figured 
member ( X， [ X I Xs ] ) 
( period 
(parentheses "m自mb自r"))
(comma "X" ) 
( brackets ) 
( bar 
"Xs" 
Fig.8 The goal of L. L. L. and its supplemental tree 
member ( X ， [ YI Ys 1 ) mem ber ( X ， Ys ) . 
( period 
(if (parentheses "member" 
(comma "X" 
( brackets 
( bar "Y" “Ys")))) 
(parentheses "member" 
(comma "X" "Ys" ))) ) 
"yn nYsrl 
Fig.9 An another example of the L. L. L. using Prolog's rule 
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out by the symbolic illlalyzing with LISP-Iike Iists and their supplemental tree structure. 
4.2.1.2 Attribute G rammars 
The attribute grammar is proposed to describe the semantics of context free grammars (CFG). In 
Prolog. we found out the several rules of semantic checker that are out of the range of CFG. other. 
wise BNF rules of Prolog. Remark the sequential ordering of nonalphabetical terminal symbols 
shown in the supplemental tree. and we might notice the priorities of the appearance from a root 
of the tree. First. the symbol "period " must be appeared. Second. if the specific sentence of Prolog 
is a rule. the symbol " if" should be followed. If the sentence is just a fact. " if" never show up 
We show the order vertically from up to down with an arrow in Fig目10.
Even though the rule shown in Fig.10. only the 
symbol " comma " is exception that is no rules for 
the " comma " regarding the order of its appearance. 
For instance. sometimes the " comma " isfollowed by 
the " parentheses " and the other sometimes the vice 
versa. The reason of such a strange behavior in the " 
comma is rather serious and important it is an ex 
plicit fact that the different kinds of " comma " have 
been existing. The one plays a role of dividing be-
(period I element1 ) 
if element1 element2 
(parentheses element1 element2) 
( comma element1 element2 ) 
( brackets element1 
bar element1 element2 
Fig.10 The sequential priority of the appear-
ance of symbols 
tween the variables contained by the specific one predicate. and the other does between predicates 
themselves that in the body part of the rule sentence in Prolog. Therefore. we may not make the " 
comma " join to such an attribute rule directly without consideration unless we introduce the spe. 
cial treatm巴ntonly for the " comma .¥like as defining the two different commas. "the meta comma" 
and "the ordinary comma". 
In addition to that. we checks the attributes from another point of view with the LISP-like lists 
At first. each nonalphabetical symbol has the datermined number of arguments. As an example. the 
"period" attracts one argument while "parentheses" and "comma" must have two. Secondly. the dec 
laration of arguments in the different Iist is also a target to be examined as follows : 
( rule 1 ) 
(parentheses argumentl argument2 
一)The argument1 must be the name of predicate. not be variables 
( rule 2 ) 
(operator argument1 argument2) 
一)Both the argumentl and argument2 must not be the name 
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They should be arithmetical operands. 
In th巴 rule2，the meaning of "operator" is the mathematical symbols such as "十'¥"一"and so 
forth. The most of thεtime in Prolog， itis obvious that those arguments should be a integer num 
ber. Fig.ll shows an example of the attribute checking. 
The original Prolog code of the supplemental tree in Fig.ll as follows : 
fib (N，F) :-Nl is N - 1， Nl >= 0， 
N2 is N - 2， N2 > = 0， 
fib (Nl，Fl)， fib (N2，F2)， F is Fl + F2. 
The bold or plain text rectangles that surround some sets of leaves， or some of the subtrees， 
shows the necessity of the rule2 ( "minus N 1" or " plus Fl F2" etc.) and the unpredicatability of 
the appearance the "comma". 
All the arguments of arithmetical operators such as "minus" or "plus" must be integers or vari. 
ables. Also， as the rulel， the first argument of the "parentheses" must be the name of the specific 
predicate something like "fib"ー
4.2.2 Dynamic Semantic Analysis 
The purpose of a trial to analyze the Pro. 
log language's semantics dynamically is to 
examine the nondeterministic characteris 
tics behind its syntax as a background. As 
technological problems， we had to rely our 
original idea of analysis on a practical tool 
the ART. The fundamental objects in im. 
plementing with ART is to construct some 
kinds of expert systems. More specifically， 
the ART has a peculiar feather called view. 
points that is able to realize the temporal 
and hypothetical reasoning simultaneously. 
Fig.11 The supplemental tre for an attribute grammer 
Fortunately， some theoretical approaches toward knowledge representation have implied the posi 
tive flexibility in the tool in the field of mono一directiveinferences such as time stream and in that 
of assumption-based inferences such as hypothetical-based reasoning. 
The function of viewpoints in the ART is to help updating a set of the structured facts. These 
flexible facts is a¥so stored in the fact database in the system. Additionally， itis possible to modify 
such facts dynamically and drastically with transiting inferences. Concretely， viewpoints multi-
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plies the fact database constructs a fact network where facts can easily be connected and taken 
apart. Originally， these are two types of viewpoints called time-based and hypothetical-based， but 
we have put some essences to accomplish the multi-universe reasoning， too. 
4.2.2.1 Temporal and Multi副universeViewpoint 
At first， we describe the usage of viewpoint without the hypothetical one， only the concept of 
jOlililg both temporal and multi-universal transition. Fig.12 explains visually the changing the 
situation under the two different criteria in an example of the Prolog rule sentence. The above pic 
ture in Fig.12 shows that the head or the left一handside of the rule is in the standard "Time-l & 
Universe-l"， then the body or the right-hand side is in the "Time-2 & Universe-l" at the top-level 
or at the most outside's standpoint. We can notice that the body part has been nested by the con 
dition "Time-l & Universe-2 
This definition is not so hard to under 
stand : the transition from the left-hand to 
the right-hand might be recognized as 
time passing， and in thεbody part， it
might be necessary to、 restandardizeat 
the universal point of view in order to re-
set a time. That's why the inside situation 
in the left-hand is in "Time-l that means 
the time resetting & Universe-2'¥ 
On the other hand， the below chart in 
Fig.l1 shows the same concept by the 
LISP-like lists of the Prolog rule. In this 
case， the supplemental tree for the lists is 
omitted. The upper nested list starts by 
















"Xs" "[]" "Ys" 
( period ( if heses no double 
( comma Xs Ys ) ) 
( parentheses no doubles 
(comma xs 
( comma 
( bracket nil) Ys)) ) 
) ) 
Fig.12 How lo apply the temporal and multi-universe view-
pOlnts 
"parentheses no_doubl巴"is analogy of the head of the rule while the lower sublist corresponds the 
body so that it is in the both "Time-2 & Universe-l" and "Time-l & Universe-2'¥ 
Fig.13 describes the different situation. This is also the rule sentence in Prolog， but the body 
contains two independent predicates. Those predicates are joined by a comma so that we introduce 
the temporal transition from before to after comma. This chart is quite understandable that the 
first predicate in the left令handside， "member" in the situation defined "Time-l & Universe-2"， that 
show the time criterion at this point in the nested level. Then， the second predicate exists in the 
world "Time-2 & Universe-2" where the one time interval from the first have been passed 
? ???
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no_doubles ([ X I Xs]， Ans， Ys) :-mem回r(X，Ans)
n o_doubles (X， Ans ， Ys) 
Tlme-1 Universe-1 Timeー2 Untverse-1 
"no_doubles" I -・' lm9-2 UnlversEト2
"no doubles" 
(X I xs]" "Ans" "Ys" "Ys" 
Fig.13 An second example of the two viewpoints 
4.2.2.2 Hypothesis-based Viewpoint 
The hypothesis-based viewpoint is called only when the heads of plural sentences of the rule 
happen to coincide. In Fig.14， the heads of both rule sentences are the same : the name of predi-
cate， the number of arguments those predicates contain， the contents of the three argument. This is 
a real don't-know nondeterministic situation. At this point， we have no keys or priorities which 
body should be selected at first. Therefore， we labeled the both alternatives from the upper 
"Hypothesis-1" and "Hypothesis-2" respectively. Other determination for setting conditions at each 
predicate is al followed by the rule described at the previous section 4.2.2.1 
no_doubles ([X I Xs1， Ans ， Ys ) :-member (X， Ans) ， 
間一d山 bles ( X ，Ans ， Ys ) 
no_d印刷9S( [ X I s1' Ans， Ys ) :-nonmember (X， Ans) ， 
叩，_d凹 bles( X， [X I Ans 1 ' Ys ) . 
HYPOTHESIS-1 Time-2 Universeイ
ITime-1 Universe-2 1Ime 1 ~2 Unlv唱目@ベ
Time-1 Universe-1 "me町・ 1+1 "no_d山 b闘"
'焚， "Ans" 
"no doubles" 
"[XIXsl阿川nsl!"VSI HYPOTHESIS-2 Time-2 Univers渇-1
l1ime-1 UniVe陪e-2 1ime[一 -2Universe-
可100fT四n帥ド..r1...1 0 dou制闘"
明，"Ans" I -lX"[ X I Ans1""Ys' 
Fig.14 A fundamental concept of the hypothetical viewpoint 
As a result of these definition， the temporal and multi-universal position are determined al the 
predicates， the head and the body， the fact and the rule， but whether the hypothetical reasoning is 
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no_doubles([XIXs]，Ans，Ys) :-membe r(X，Ans)， 
no_doubles(X，Ans，Ys) 
no_doubles((XIXs]，Ans，Ys) :-nonme mber(X，Ans)， 
円。，_doubles(X，(xIAns] ，Ys). 
(period( if 
( comma ( bracket ( bar X Xs) ) 




(comma X ( comma Ans Ys))) 
( period ( if
(comma ( bracket (bar X Xs)) 
(comma Ans Ys ) ) ) 
戸元(…aXAns))
? ???


















) Ys)) ) ) 
) ) 
Fig.15 An example clauses for applying three viewpoints 
no_doubles([XIXs]，Ans，Ys)ーmembe r(X，Ans)， 
no_doubl田 (X，Ans，Ys)
no_doubles([XIXs].Ans，Ys) :.nonme mber(X，Ans)， 
no _ doubles(XがIAns] ，Ys) 
(comma (bracket (bar X Xs)) 
(comma AnsYs))) 
(comrna (bracket (bar X Xs)) 
(comma AnsYs))) 
Fig.16 How to apply the two viewpoints to the 
L.L.L 
no_doubles(lXIXs]，Ans，Ys) :-m4mbe r(X，An司，
I I no_doub1es(X，Ans，Ys) 
no_doubles([XIXs]，A惜，Y司自 noト mber(X，An司，
no_doubl曲(X，[X]Ans] ，Ys) 
Fig.17 How to apply three viewpoints to the 
L.L.L 
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required or not is quite depends on the Prolog source code. It is because some Prolog programs do 
not need a don't-know nondeterministic processing， just enough to process procedurally. 
This time， we describe the relationship among these different viewpoints from standpoints of the 
LISP-like list. Fig.15 is an instance of the two Prolog rules and their conversion into the lists. All 
the rectangles appeared on the lists. And we show another two independent lists in Fig.16 and 
Fig.17. Fig.16 presents the relationship between the temporal and multi-universal viewpoints. 1n 
each sentence of Prolog， the first argumenu of the "comma" list is regarded in the situation 
"Universe-2 & Time-l"， and the second one is in "Universe-2 & Time-2'¥Because of the "comma" 
list itself has been regarded as the second argument of the list "if". The depth of the "comma" is 
incremented from the top-Ievel， that is why the level of "universe" is 2. AIso， the time is counted 
in each transition of the situation， so the level of "time" is incremented by passing from the first 
argument of the list "comma" to the next. 
Fig.17 describes the relationship when the hypothesis-based viewpoint has been also consi-
dered. Both of the first argument of the list "if" in the two Prolog sentence are coincided exactly 
(Fig.15)， so that the second arguments of the "if" list are determined as "Hypothesis-l" and 
"Hypothesis-2" from up to down， respectively. 1n addition， the first arguments of the list "if" are 
both in "Universe-l (that means they are in the top.level) & Time-l" and the second argument of 
the "if" list are considered as "U niverseー1& Time-2" in the each sentence. These definitions stand 
along at each sentence. Remember， the hypothesis viewpoints are not always defined in Prolog 
programs 
Finally， we reexamine the methodology of time， hypothesis， and universe viewpoints by using 
the tree structure (Fig.18 and Fig.19). These are not the BNF syntax tree but the supplemental 
tree for the LISP-like lists. Fig.18 shows how to apply both concepts of time and universe to the 
tree. The flow of time can be drawn as the horizontal arrow while the nesting of universe as the 
vertical arrow. For example， the node "par巴nthesesnodoubles" where the first argument of "if" is 
in "T-l" (Time-l)， and the node "comma" that is located the right side of the "parentheses" node， 
we can also say this is the second argument of the list "if" by observing the tree horizontally at 
the third level from the root， isin the position "T .2" (Time.2). These time .flowing are both in the 
depth "Universe-l". AIso， we can find out another time flowing on the "Universe-2" where al 
nodes are the children of "Universe.l". Be careful that there are not any realtions among the time 
points in the different universes. Once we traverse the tree toward its leaves， the time arrange 
ment in the previous depth might be al void. We must initialize the time interval again at that up 
dated depth. Fig.18 is presenting another aspect as regards these viewpoints as a two-dimensional 
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space. 
On the other hand， Fig.19 is irnplernented the concept hypothetical苧basedviewpoint. This tree 
intends the foliowing discovery : ifthe structure of the subtree that is recognized as the first argu-
rnent of the "if" list is exactly the sarne as that in the other tree， the w hole structure of the next 
subtree as the second argurnent of the "if" list should be regarded as the one of hypotheses. The 
no_doubles( [X I Xs 1 ，Ans， Ys) :-member (X， Ans ) ， 







Flg.18 Two-dimentional relation between time and universe 
no_doubles( [X I Xs 1， Ans， Ys) :ー member( X， Ans ) ， 











Three-dimentional relation among time， universe and hypothisis 
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subtree surrounded by a bold polygon is in the situation "Hypothesis-l". And the "Hypothesis-2" 
condition must exist in the part of (or the subtree of) some different trees. Each Prolog sentence 
either a fact or a rule has such a LISP-like list's tree， and if we try to pile the plural trees one 
another， we might discover the fact such that some subtrees located on the first argument of the 
"if" list have coincided perfectly and these on the second argument are consist of the different 
structures. The latter must be defined as hypotheses. Therefore， as the final conclusion of the 
estimation concerned with multi viewpoints， we have found out that the tree independent view-
points these are time， universe and hypothesis are developed to form a three-dimentional world of 
the tree. That is， time viewpoint is spread out horizontally， the universe spread out vertically， and 
the hypothesis viewpoint grown toward the abovεby piling on the hypotheses 
5. Conclusion 
As the final remark of this paper， we conclude the research as follows 
We proposed an algorithm， such as how to construct the LISP-like list from a target language 
Prolog， that asserts the dynamics of semantic analysis as the central part of compliers for design 
ing a declarative language processor. 
When we design a new programming language， once we determine the precious grammar， its 
peculiar context free grammar， we can adopt the concepts of our algorithm. Of course， the reserved 
words of each independent language are peculiar. But imaging the analogies from the idea in this 
paper is not so hard. We believe it might be one of the most optimal method that to analyze the 
language， especially， a nondeterministic language， symbolically such as using dynamic and simple 
data structures in LISP 
We did rather stress on the relationship between the field of "semantic analyzer" and that of 
"knowledge representation'¥ 
The validities of applying reasoning deal with the concept of time，hypothesis and multi-universe 
to the processing and the result of the symbolic analysis of a nondeterministic calculus model via 
Prolog are gotten in this research. But， these are omitted on account of limited space unavoidably 
Moreover， itis much to be regretted that there are stil unsolved matters for the some phrase in a 
compiler such as error consulting 
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A MATHEMATICAL THEORY FOR BLOOD 
FLOW DYNAMICS IN THE ARTERIAL SYSTEM. 
an induction of blood flow velocity. 
Hirohumi HIRAY AMA， Kohichi ONO， Hisakazu， Y ASUDA 
Summary 
A theoretical expansion of mathematical models of the cardiovascular system are developed. We established a 
distributed parameter model of the arterial system. In this paper we have deduced the blood fJow velocities in 
the longitudinal and radical direction based mainly on the Womersley theory. Neglecting the non.linear terms 
(the convective acceleration terms) in the Navier.Stokes equation and setting linear cyciic solutions， the N.S 
equations were reduced to the Bessel type ordinary differential equations. By utilyzing the Stokes stream func-
tion， the equation which input pressure satisfy was proved to be a Bessel type differrential equation. Applying 
the Bessel type pressure function to the linearlyzed N-S equation， a strict form of the solution of the blood flow 
velocities were obtained. these solutions were confirmedωsatisfy the conservative law of mass. 
To ensure whether these solution satisfy the Stokes stream function another process was used to obtain the 
blood fJow velocities. Turning to the stream function and differentiating direct1y of these functions also induced 
a series of solutions which are identical with the solution that were obtained by solving the Bessel type N-S 
equation. By these strict mathematical process， linear solutions of the blood fJow velocities were obtained. To 
simplyfy the system and problems we made some assumptions and we have discussed the validity of tltese 
assumptions within the range we concern 
Introduction 
It is important to correlate the biological phenomenone and their interactions quantitatively. In 
such a stand point， the cardiovascular system is one of the most suitable subject for such analysis 
Especially to represent the pulse wave transmission phenomenone in human arterial system gives 
much advantages for understanding the control mechanisms of tne circulatory system. Furth 
ermore in the pathophysiological state especially for the congestive heart failure or the trans-
plantation of the heart， itshould be analyzed that the interaction and feed back control mechan 
isms of pulse wave conduction which should appear dynamically between the heart and the 
peripheral circulation 
To satisfy such requirement， mathematical or physical models of the circulatory system have 
Muroran Institute of Technology. Deaprtmant of Caridovascular Medicine.Hokkaido univ. 
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been presented. For the arterial system， beginning with Witzig (1914)， the essential and pioneer. 
ing work of the elastic tube theory have been expanded by Womersley (1958) [1]. On the other 
hand the physical electrical model also have been constructed elaborously at the same timeand the 
basic model was completed by the group of Westerhoff and Nordergraaf (1967) [2] 
The mathematical model can be classified into 3 categories on the basic of common feautuers of 
assumptions. The first group is the thin walled model which is based on the m巴mbranetheory. 
Morgan (1954)， Womersley (1954) [3]. Klip (1962)， Atabeck (1968)， and Chow (1967) partici. 
pated in this type of model 
The second group is the thick walled model. Klipp (1967)， Mirsky (1967)， Cox (1969)， Jager 
(1966) [4]. Whirlow (1965)， concern吋 thisfield of model. The last group is the longitudinal 
tethering model and is consequent1y indentical with the rigid tube model. Witizg (1914)， Womers 
ley (1958)， Taylor (1959)， Jones (1969) dealed with this model 
Althought precise and complicated models have been presented by these researchers， they con. 
cerned only with the pulse wave velocity or the transmission efficiency. What we should make 
c1ear is how transmission phenomenone can be represented or revealed realistically. Yet these 
problems are solved. 
About for the physical models， kind of electrical or hydrodynamical analog have been con 
structed. By connecting many condencers or registances， the blood flow waves can be simulated in 
the arbitrary precision. To increase the approximation， one can reinforce the elements of the cir. 
cuit and further complex circuit can be easily constructed. However the biophysical significances 
of each elements embeded in the circuit would become obscure [5]. 
Because of the histhero mentioned grounds， there exists a reasonable necessity to establish a 
comprehensive and easier recongnizible mathematical model. It is a vital necessity for the purpose 
of analyzing the effects of changes of the arterial wall and blood properties on the arterial blood 
flow. 
In the series of these papers， we have constructed 3 basic models about the cardiovascular sys. 
tem， the distributed parameter model of the arterial system， the exponential paramerter model of 
the aortic arch， the lumped circuit model of the total systemic circulation. 
In these three models we firstly show the theoretical expansion about the distributed parameter 
model of the peripheral arterial system which is based mainly on the transmission line theory in 4 
steps. 
Then we reveal how it does express the pulse wave transmission phenomenone in time and 
space domain realistically and the巴ffectsof changes in the biophysical parameters of the arterial 
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wall and blood on the blood flow parameters. In this paper as the first step for the mathematical 
expansion， we have deduced the strikt form of the blood flow velocities from the linearlyzed 
Navier-Stokes equations by two different solution process. 
MATHEMATICAL EXPANSION-1 
To represent the pulsatile flow through a distensible tube mathematically，it is necessary to obtain 
sets of equations which include not only the blood properties itsself but also the mechanical prop-
erties of arterial wall 
For the purpose of such requirements. the equation about the blood flow dynamics and wall mo-
tion should be given independently. Then those equations must be associated by setting the adequ-
ate boundary conditions. In this chapter we reduce the blood flo v velocities from the Navier-
Stokes fluid dynamic equations 
Before solving the equations， we have made following assumptions about the blood properties 
and the geometric characters of the vessels 
l. The blood is Newtonian and incompressive. 
2. The blood viscosity is independent of blood shear rate. haematcrit， body temperature， blood 
flow velocity nor internal radius of the artery. 
3. The blood flow contains only laminar flow. The tangential blood flow velocity is very small and 
the secondary flow. nor turbulence exists 
4. The abnormal viscosity does not exists. 
5. The effects of the entry zone are negligible. 
6. The sllipage between the blood and the vessel wall at the innner surface of the wall does not 
exists. 
7. The vessel is straight， cylindrical， and axisymmetric 
8. The biophysical properties of the vessel wall are constant and independent of the distance from 
the entry zone. 
9. There exists no tapering of the vessel and no leakage flow 
10. The effect of the gravity is negligible. 
1 I The fluid dynamic equations of the blood flow 
The movements of the blood in the closed space especially in the cylindrical tube as a vessel are 
expressed in the Navier Stokes equations. In the cylindrical coordinates， the blood flow velocities 
satisfy following equations 
For the longitudinal direction 
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fαVzαVz aVz ¥ 一αp (a2Vz 1 aVzα2VZ ¥ 
=--+μ|一一一，，+---+一一一，， 1az αr】 r arαz“ J PI-一一一+Vr一一一一+Vz一一一一|ar ar az (1) 
For the radial direction 
fαVrαVr aVr ¥αp (a2Vr 1 aVr a2Vr Vr ¥ 
PI -ー +Vr一一+Vz一一一 1=一一一一十 μ|一一亨一+-~--+一一丁一ーす|at αrαz )αrαr- rαrαz- r ) (2) 
The variables and parameters are defind as fol1owings 
V z : theinstantaneous blood flow velocity paral1el to the vessel axis， (the longitudinal blood flow 
velocity.) 
Vr the instantaneous blood flow velocity along the radial coordinates. (the radial blood flow 
velocity.) 
Z : the longitudinal space coordinates. 
r : the radial space coordinates. 
p : the internal pressure 
ρ: the blood density. 
μ: the blood viscosity 
The left sides of the equation 1，2 are in the form of unit mass( P ) multiplied by the acceleration 
DV IDt which mean the internal force in the longitudinal direction and the radial direction respec 
tively. To balance such forces， two forces are given in the right hand of these equations. these are 
the pressure gradient along the axis αplαz and along the radius aplαr. 
Furthermore the viscous retardation force (the frictional force) contributes. In general. for the 
case of dynamical1y moving fluid， the stress changes parallely with the velocity of the deformation 
of the fluid， that is the shear rate of the biood flow. 
Assuming there exists no leakage flow， the conservative law stands. 
Then continuity equation is given as following. 
ap 1α(ρVr*r) ， 1 a (P V 8) ， a(pVz) ハ一一一+ー← +一一 +一一一一一一一 =0at r ar r afl αz (3) 
We also assume the incompressibil1ty of the blood， the blood density does not change with time. 




一一一+一一ー一=0r az (4) 
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Since we concern only in the linear system， we seek the linear solutions for this system. There-
fore these above mentioned non linear partial differential equations should be linealized. Assuming 
that the effects of the convective acceleration terms such as 
aVz aVzαVr aVr 
Vr←一一 Vz一一一 Vr一一一.Vz一一←
αr az ar αZ 
on the flow velocity are negligible， we linealized the equ 1 2 to following form. 
αVz 1αPμ(a2Vz 1 aVz a2Vz ¥ 
一一一一一一一 I
α ραZ I P lαZ2 rαr ar2 J (5) 
aVr 1 aP μ(a2Vr 1 aVrα2Vr Vr ¥ 
一一 T 一て三← T 一一一~T 一三二2--ーす!
日 p ar p ~ az~ r ar ar" r~ ) (6) 
A 1 The induction of the equation which satisfy the input pressure P 
Before solving the linealized N-S equations， we should obtain the functional form of the input 
pressure P. 
Define the Stokess stream function ψwhich satisfy the continuity equation 3 as following. [61 





For the sake of obtaining the relation between and P， we input equ 7 into equ 5， then 
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μ (1 a ( α2o ~ ， 1 a併 1α2ψ2α砂 2α2併 1 a3併1一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一 1
P l rαr ¥αZ2 J I r3αr r2αr2 r3αr I r2αr2 r ar3 J 
1αP 
Pαz 
μ (1 a ( α2o) 1 a併 1α2砂 1 a3砂 1αP
= P l--;:-~ l一て7)ーゴー--，て吉----==-z一一つ7J-r" ar r~' ar~ r ar" J P αz 
=手(汁[-:z~ 1 +↓7J(干名1-↓士(与))fkt: 
μ( 1α 「 α2ゆ 1αψα2o ~1 1αP 
一一一一一一一一一---"ー一-
P l r ar lαZ2 rαrαr2 J P αz 




μ( 1α3O ， 1 ( 1αゆ 1α2o)α1 aO ， 1 a2ゆ 1
= -_-1 一一一?十一一|ーーす一一一+ー一一一一ー!十一一一|ーーす一一一+一一一一一一|P l rαzυr ¥ r~αz r araz) ar ¥ r“ az rαraz ) 
1 aO 1 1αP 
r3αz J P αr 
μ( 1α3 o 1 aO ， 1α2い 2α砂 1 a2o 1α2o 
=一一卜一一__3一一一玄一一一+-::z一一一+-::3一一一一-::z一一一一一-::z一一一一P ¥ r a乙 Eαz r~ arαz rαz r- arαz r~ arαz 
+~~笠T-L1土)
r azar- r-αz ) 
μ (1 a3砂 1α2o ， 1α3 o ~ 1αP 
一一一一一一一-P l rαZ3 r2αzαr rαzαr2 Jραr 
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μ ( a (α2 t 1 a併 a2ψ 1) 1αP 
P lαz ¥αZ2 r ar ar2 J J p ar 
then we get equ 9， equ 10， 
1 a2 t μ1α a2併 1αψα2ψ 1αP
一 -----一一γ+ 十一___'2 I一一一一
rαrat P rαr ¥ az~ rαr ar~) p αz (9) 
1 a2 t μ1 a (a2 t 1αt . a2 t 1 1 a P 
rαzat一 ρrαz¥αZ2 rαrαr2 p ar 
?? ??』?
Next step we eliminate P in equ 5， equ 6 by differentiating equ 5 with respect to r and diffren-
tiating equ 6 with respect to z. firstly we differentiate equ 5 from left side. 
α( aVz ¥ 1α ( aP ¥ μ(a3Vz a3Vz 1αVz 1 a2Vz ¥ --=-1-一一 1=一一一一一 l一一1+一一|一::-::z:一十てア了一才一一一十一てごγ|αr ¥αt) P αr ¥ az) p. ¥ az~ ar ar0 r~ ar r ar~) 
-1α ( aP ¥ μfα2 1α a2 1 ¥ 
--I~I 十 |てヲ十一一一+τ二2-て玄|ραr ¥ az) P ¥ az~ r ar ar~ r~ ) 
αVz 
αr (11) 
Differentiate equ 6 from lift side. 
:z [守]= ~ 1 :z[ :~]-予防(三手)寸(↓-21)+77(ζ予)
-fz(引)
1αfαP ¥μ (a2 1α a2 1 ¥ 
=-，---1-1 +-，-1一一ー す+---+--?ー すー|p az ¥ ar) P ¥ az~ r ar αr“ r~ ) 
αVr 
αz (12) 
Subtracting both sides of equations each other， we get 
1 :t -;ご:ニ fJ1i f2r 山一一一(-z十一+--:-:z --=z 1 ~ • 1 一-F)20 (13) 
By equ 7 and equ 8， then second factor in equ 13 is 
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21-fE=1ft--土三土+ a2~ 1 
az αr r，αz“ rαrαr“ J (14) 









The second factor in equ 15 can be modified as following by recognizing the meaning of the dif 
ferential operator (this step of the mathematical treatment is refered in the appendix) 
j :t - ;α2 1αα2 1 1 I a2 ， 1αa21i 供
一一一一(つ十一一十寸ーマl.jーす十一 +ゴーすf.f=ar- r-) I I az- r ar ar- r-I 
(16) 
Define the spatial differential operator as 
a2 1 a a2 1 D=ーーす+一一一一一+て二百十一二玄
U乙 rαr (17) 
Then we can get the simple operator equation. 
(frfLD)D千=0 (18) 
Here we assume that eq 18 can be given by summing two independent solutions ctj and CT2 as. 
ψ= ctj + CT2・
Then either ctj or CT2 must satisfy either of those equations. 
D (千トo (三-; D]一千=0
Operating these differentiations by eq 17， next equations are induced. 
α2 ctj 1 a ctj ， α2 ctj 
一一一一ι一一az2 rαr ar2 - v (19) 
a2 ctz 1α併z ， a2 CT2 ραψ2 
一一一+一一一一 H
az2 rαr ar2 μ at V (20) 
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Summing equ 19 and equ 20 abd utilizing the relation ct =併1+ゆ2，then 
α2い 1 act a2ゆ ρ aCT2
一一---~一一一αZ2 r ar αr2μαt 
Inputting equ 21 into equ 9 and equ 10 
1 a2 ct μ1α p αCT2 1 1αp 
rαrat P rαr ~μ at ) p az 
1 a2併 μ1α (p α併21 1αP 
rαzαtρrαz ~μ at) P ar 
Because ofψ1=ψψ2 ， then equ 22 and equ 23 are 









To eliminate CT1， multiplying r both equations in each sides and differentiate equ 24 with re宇
spect to r and defferentiate equ 25 with respect to z， then 
??(rtZ)+去 [r :~ 1 = 0 
Therefore the partial defferential equation which include only fun'ction P is 
a2p 1 aP α2p -ー す+ 十一←.，=0 。Z】 rαr ar~ (26) 
B. The solution of the equation which satisfy P. 
As P is the cyclic function which depends on the cardiac rhythm， we assume the linear cyclic solu-
tion as in the following form， 
P=P (r)*exp I in*(t-z/c) I (27) 
n : theangular velocity n = 2πf 
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c : thepulse wave velocity 
i : imaginary unit 
Which means one can separate the solution into time and space domaine and these quantities 
should have no interaction 
Inputting equ 27 into equ 26， equ 26 is reduced to the 0 order bessel type differential equation 










As the limitting case r.O， there exists a firtite solution. So the second order solution should be 
discarded，. Then one can easily obtain the solution as 
P(r) =J(i*n*r/c) 
Therefore P can be given in the form as， 
P = Al Jo(inclr) * exp(i * n * (t-zl c) (29) 
c I The solutions of the li配 arlizedNavier批 okesequations 
Assuming the linearity of the arterial system， then the frequency of the input and output must 
be idential. Consequently the blood flow velocities Vz， Vr can be written in the form simmilary as 
input pressure， 
Vz=w(r)*exp li*n*(t-z/c)1 
Vr=v (r)*exp li*n*(t-z/c)1 
P=P (r) * exp Ii* n * (t-z/c)1 
(30) 
(31) 
Inputting equ 27， equ 30， equ 31 into equ 5，6， then 
1 inμ(a2V 1 aW ー in¥ 2 
inW=pで P(r)+p同戸十 r aτ刊です WJ (32) 
打 1αP(r) ， μ( a2V . 1αV 白 (-in~2__ V~ 
mV二二一一て一 十一一一 i一一一万一十 十|ーで一一 v --~ I 
yαr P l ar“ rαr し rム l (33) 
Which is the equations including variable r only 
The continuity equation 4 also should be modified into following form 
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(35) (子rlW = + ; (子1P(r) 
Rearranging equ 32， then 
a2W 1αW (p in
-ー一一一一-
ar2 rαrμ 
Which is the Oth order Bessel type differential equation. In general about for the Bessel type 
equatlOn as 
Y"+Y'/z-(s2十 ν21z2)y= 0 
The finite converging solution is Y=Jν(i s z)
Therefore in equation 35， putting 
? ?????? ?? ?? (36) 
Then the solution of the equ 31 is 
W 1 = CIJo (i s r)
C1 : integral coefficient 
on the other hand the specific solution is 
一九=士イト(子1P (r) 
Therefore utilizing equ 29， 
2 innD Jo(inr/C) !'}一一0P(r)=~ß~ f1 し β2μC (37) 
(38) 
Then the general solution is 
inD Jo (inr/C) W = Cdo (is r)+ --!'}.~ s2μC 
As for the radial direction V， simillary rearranging the equ 33 
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α2V 1 aVρin (-in i 2. 1 ~" 1 P a P (r) 
~~~一+ 一1---1一て一 1+←.， 1 V =一一一一一一一一一
αr~ rαrμL し r~ J P μαr (39) 
Utilizing equ 36. equ 39 is converted into 1st order bessel type differential equation. The solu 
tion of it is given as 
Vl (r) = C2h (isr) (40) 
C2 : integral coefficient 
As for the P (r) = D * Jo (i* n* r/ c). (here the integral coefficient is redifined as D instead of 







Therefore the specific solution is given as 
in h (inr/C) 
V~ = D一一一一一一一一一
ム C μjj“ (41) 
Then the general solution is 
Din h (inr/C) 
V = C2h (isr)十 一一一万-2~C P.同 (42) 
Now we set. 
3 ~2 l~ a~ n .3 _.2 






0一 C (44) 
α: the Womersleys coefficient. 
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Din Dso a 
-一一万す=一一一ーすC f1 ß~ f1ao 
is = (与L1311f=(手十字、%
(the pulse wave velocity C is 13-18m/sec in human arterial system). 
By utilizing the αo and so ， changing the integral costants Cl， C2， D into Al， A2， the solution 
38， 42 are expressed in the following 
一主ド 10(与)(α02 + s02)y， ( (ao2十戸。2)Y， r ~ w = Vz = Aフ TnI ' v a010 (α。 JV 1 a 
*explin(t-z/c)f (48) 
Vr = A胃 so ，.T1 r JaoZ+F02)M r:.l ~ ao 10(α。)J L 1 a 当o~ h ( so : ] *吋
(49) 
P = Ado (け]*州川 z々
Now the coefficients are normalized by α10 (α0)ー
Since n/c→o ， so by equ 43 and equ 44， thenα02十 s02→ α02
Putting r / a = r /R= y and i * n * a/ c = k， then we get the following form o~ solutions 
(51) 
1o(aoy) Al ina a VZ=A2~一一一ー ゴすτす10(ky) 
10 ( a 0) μC 
(52) 
so h (αo y)αkA1 
Vr = A2~一一一一一ー す _2h (ky) α。10(α。)μi"a
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If one redifines A2 sol aO=C2 ， this form is idential with what Womersley had induced 
D. The satisfactory condition for the conservative law. 
As those solutions and equations are based on the Stokes stream function， as mentioned in eq 7， 
8 which had been assumpted to satisfy the conservative law eq 4， eq 51 and 53 should be ex-
amined whether the continuity equation 4 satisfy. The continuity equation should be converted 
into 
(53) 























Then the left side of the equ 53 becomes 
C2 (_ T ，_ h (ao y) i RkA1 (， T "， h (ky) i . ~ h (ao y) 一一一 IaoJo (ao y)ー ト ~τI k Jo (ky)一一一一1+C2一一」一一Jo (ao) l V'V， V 0' Y J1 i.j a~ l"'v'''0' y)' ~~ Jo (α。)y 
RkA1 h (kyα。Jo(αoYRk2Al 
μi3 a 2 y = C2 Jo (ao) -' J1 i3 a2 Jo (ky) (54) 
and the right side of equ 53 reduces to 
inR . Jo (ao y) inR inR2 
で-A2J訂瓦了一三一王百万玄AlJo (ky) 
The equation 54 and and 55 should coincide. Therefore the coefficients of Jo (ao y)， Jo(k * y) in 
both side should be idential. Then 
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(56) 
This is exactly what we have put k = i * n * a/c.Therefore equ 51 and equ 52 satisfy the con. 
tinuity equation 4. 
Assuming n/ c→ 0， the approximation formula for the Bessel function reduce the term Jo (i * n 
* R/ c) approaches to 1 and 1 (n * R * y / c) reduces to n * R * yl2c. 
Ultimately the blood flow velocities are given as followings 
Jo (α。y) ， A1 Vz = Aっ一一一←一一十~ Jo(ao) .ρC (57) 
Vr 主主 fAヮ三h竺oy) + v A: i 目.，
2C ¥ゐ aoJo(ao) 目 J P C ) 
(58) 
α: the W omersleys coefficient 
E. Another solution of the blood flow velocity by the Stokes stream function. 
In equ 19 and equ 20， assuming that the two stream function砂1and砂2is separable in time 
and space domaine， one can express the solution in the linear form as 
供1:F(r)*expli*n*(t-z/c)1 
tf2 : G (r) * exp Ii* n * (t -z/ c)1 
(59) 
(60) 













Putting F = r * f (r) and G = r * g (r)and simple calculation br・ingsus to the following Bessel type 
differential equations. 
d2 f 1 df n2 1 ~ 
一ーす十一一一一一+I--?一ーす 1f = 0 
dr“ r dr c“ r】 J (63) 
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d2 g 1 dg n2 1 in P ) 
dr2 十717十 |-ET-y-7ーJ
gニ O
Then putting as before equ 43 and equ 44 as 
F in /nj M}% = α 一一+一一一lC'¥c“ μ/ 
Here we newly defined a as above and is different from the W omersley coefficient 
Then the solution can be easily attained as 
f(hf=Ah州=Ah (与)
G ( ( n2 in P ) y， ¥ 
g (r)ニ王=Bh(iαr) = B 1l i同玄十一五一J r) 
(64) 
The J (i* x) is the pure imaginary number， then tohave non trivial solution， the coefficiens 
should redifined as 
A=A*i B=B*i 
Then the Stokess stream function is given as following 
件=CT 1 + CT 2 =(F(r)+G(r)) * exp li* n * (t-z/c)f 
=r (Adl (isr)+ s 1h (ia r))*exp jin (t-z/c)f 
Because of the definition of the equ 7， 
VZ7z-J77(rI川仙)+ Bh(iαr)) 1 
Utilizing the differential equation of the 1st order Bessel function 
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( . ， ，.r> ， ， r>， ( . (， ，. r>， 11 (is r)¥ 
Vz =ァIA11 (isr) + slI (iαr) + r I Al1o(isr) ウー戸一)
+ B (10川一与三円ia I 
?????








As C (pulse wave transmission velocity) is 13-18m/sec in human arterial system， then n/c→0， 
and 10 (i s r)→1 
a = iY2 (引にiY2* a* 
Vz =ヤ+B iY2 a女川
At the innersurface of the arterial waU， the blood flow velocity attains the finite value 
Vz(r=R)=V*， Then 
V*=芋+B iY2叫ん (i3/2a献)
So the coefficient B is 
1/. V* -A n i/C 
B i7i a * = " ，..，.~!? 10W'句女R)
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Therefore 
( ~. • Ani 1 Jo (i3/2 a女r)
z=一一一+tv*一一一一 'Cτ守ず寸τl"" C) 恥 id/"α女町
Here redefine the coefficient and parameter as following 
子=会 [v*-芋1= Cl 
R *α*=α ，y=r/R 
Here the coefficient a idential with womersleys coefficient. 
Then the longitudinal blood flow velocity is obtained as 
Al ，~ Jo ( a i3/2 y) 
z 一一一一+Cl 引っρC -， Jo(ai"/~) (68) 
The same procedure bring us to the following equation with respect to the radial blood flow 
velocity is 
V 凶 rCl~Jdα1ν2y~+ v ~:. 1 
rzEEl1αi3/2 Jo (αi3/2 )十 y下cJ
The eq 68 and 69 are idential with eq 57 and eq 58 respectively 
(69) 
Therefore the solutions of the linearlyzed Navier-Stokes equation are obtained in the form as eq 
57， 58 or eq 68， 69 
APPENDIX 
(JL477+壬-古)(わ
1 a2ψ 1 (併白 1 a砂¥ a2 ゆ 供二一一一一一一一，-+-一一一αZ“ r¥r“ rαr /αr】 r r~ 
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1α2併 1αtt W ， a (l aゆ併¥砂一一一一一一 目T -:.z -::.:---:Jl T -:::: ¥ 一一三C-J てすr az- rαr rαr¥r r-/ 
1 a2ψ 1 aψ2ψ1 aψ1α2ψ1α2併 2ψ
=一一ーす←十ーす一一一一一寸一一ーす + ---'?-一ーす一一一一+一τ 一
rαz- r】 αr r- r】 ar rαr“ r- ar r-
1α2い 1α2併 1α約
一一一一一一一
ーー r az2 r αr2 r2 αr 
=↓(43-;ff+42) 
DISCUSSION 
In the first chapter of the series of mathematical modeling of the cardiovascular system， we have 
developed a distributed parameter model of human arterial system. This papre treated with the 
mathematical expansion for the pure blood flow velocities which does not include the arterial wall 
properties. To obtain the velocities (which are the solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations)， we 
made some assumptions about the blood' and artery. We discuss firstly the significance of modeling 
and the Navier-Stokes equation， then expand the discussion mainly about the blood properties. 
1. The modeling of the biological system. 
There are several candidates of the models which can express the cardiovascular system. To de-
scribe the effects of the cardiovascular elements on the blood flow two typical models exist 
First is the lumped circuit model in which many biophysical properties of the arterial wall and 
blood are gathered together. 
The classical but representative model is the windkessel type model as Frank had suggested. 
Such model is composed of the reistance and compliance only. So .each character of the element 
which compose the arterial blood flow and the effects on the flow wave were made obscure. Furth-
ermore it can be seen which component (for example whether arterial wall thinkness or the blood 
density) mainly contribute to the change of the total arterial resistance or the arterial compliance. 
Of course such lumped circuit model cannt represent the transmission phenomenone even much 
elements are incorporated， since this type of model never contains the variable x. However to look 
the dynamical system macroscopically and analyze overall behaviour of the large system， the 
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lumped circuit model is suitable. 
On the other hand the distributed parameter model is arrang巴dutilyzing R.L.C.G in the axial 
direction and radial direction (the ladder circuit) depending on the dista.nce from the entry zone. 
So a simple increment of the number of the elements brings us to more precise representation of 
the transmission phenomenone of f10w wave. But when one should look the cardiovascular 'system 
excIusively and to analyze the effects of the change of some compartment of the artery (such as 
aortic arch or small arterioles). one would confuse to treate such distributed model since the para-
meters al change continuously in the special domain and these sequential parameter change may 
obscure the segmental change which one concerns. 
In any way the selection of the model is depend on the purpose or phenomenone that one wish 
to analyze and to discIose. In the first series of the papers we analyze the pulse wave transmission 
phenomenone. So we adopted the distributed parameter model. 
The candidates of the arterial that satisfy these mentioned assumptions are rather many in hu-
man arterial system. We apply this model for the middle sized arterial system such as femoral 
artery or brachial artery. 
1. The solution of the Navier-Stokes equation. 
We have deduced the blood f10w velocities in the longitudinal and radial directions from linear-
Iyzed Navier-Stokes equations. As a conventional way. we utilyzed the Stokes stream function 
and induced the differential equation about the input pressure P. The pressure was shown to be 
a Bessel type function. 
There is at least two process to obtain the blood f10w velocity from the N -Sequations utilyzing 
the Bessel type function of blood pressure P. First is to solve the linearlyzed N-S equation as a 
BessεI type Oth order or 1st order differential equation. The second is from differentiating the 
Stokes stream function. In either solution process. the Bessel function and its differential are in-
cluded. By setting adequate coefficients. these solutions proved to coinside e<ich other and also 
satisfy the conservative law. 
The linearlyzed solutions incIude those parameters as y = r /R. P (the blood density). C (the pulse 
wave velocity). a ( the Womersley coefficient r *イ百五~ • n : the angular velocity). The 
Womersleys coefficient is the ratio of radius of tube and thinkness of the vibratory boundary 
layer and this ratio directly relates to the velocity profiles of the f10w in an artery especially for 
the pulsatile f10w 
Therefore the blood velocity are the function of both the blood and arterial wall properties. This 
interrelationships intimately correlate with the specificity of the distributed parameter model and 
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transmission line theory 
11. The signifcance of the Navier-stokes equation 
When the f1uid moves， ittravels continuously in time and space domain目 Thereforeit is the 
velocity in the time and space domain and not position that should satisfy the N.S equatuion. In 
general the N.S equation can be expressed' as following form， 
DV IDt = F-grad P +f. 
D/Dt is the lagurange's differential operator and indicates the change of the velocity of each 
particle in the f1uid. This also corresponds to the inertial force that act on the unit mass of the 
fluid. F is the external force. Grad P is the pressure gradient. f isthe viscous stress inherent of 
the viscous f1uid. The N.S equation represent the balancing state of the forces acting on the vis. 
cous f1uid. As in the analysis of the electromagnetic field， the interruption of these equation is 
different when the f1uid dynamical phenomenone is looked in a macroscopic view or microscopic 
view. Applying the conservative law of the momentum to a given time and space domain in the 
arbitrary point of the f1uid and squizing these region infinitely small， then one can obtain the 
limitting equation. That is the Navier.Stokes equation. Therefore it is suitable to express minuetly 
the local f10w state qualitatively. On the other hand to apply the conservative law to a finite time 
and space domain， the N.S equation shouldbe integrated. This is the integral equation of the 
momentum and applied to the analysis of the macroscopic f10w state. In such a stand point N.S 
equation also can represent the turbulent f10w and movement of the compressible f1uid. The N.S 
equation is different in form of the solution depending on the character and quality of the f10w 
which the N.S equation express. In the case of the Reynolds number smaller than 1， the domina予
tive term is the dissipative term and the solutions are always stable. However when Re increase， 
the convective acceleration term increase and the differentiation of the f10w should occurs. Such 
that the main f10w part is the one viscous flow and in the boundary layer， the shearing f10w exist. 
Until the Re exceed 1000， the f10w is mainly laminar but for the larger Re， there develops the 
turbulent flow and the analysis is extremely difficult. About for the practical solution of the N.S 
equation， many approaches have been presented such as 
1. Convertion into the difference equations 
2. The utilization of the functional derivation of the N avier.Stokes equation and apply the 
variational princple 
3. The linearization of the N avier令Stokesequation 
In our studies based on the Iinearization of the whole system we adoppted the 3rd analyzing 
method. The reasons for the validity of utilyzation of the linearity are discussed in the 5th papaer 
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of our studies， 
IV， The non Newtonian property of the blood. 
The fluid which obeys the law of the Newton is called the N ewtonian fluid. In the newtonian 
fluid the flow velocity gradient D paralells with the shearing stress (S). Then the relation D= 11マ
* Sholds. The proportion coefficient 1] is the viscos coefficient. Such law stands only for the 
simple liquid and gas. For the deformative substance， another expression of the formula is Y = 
S/n， where Y is the shear rate. As a result the shear rate parallels with the shear stress. Howev-
er in the fluid such as colloid solution， a simple parallel relation does not hold between the shear 
rate and the shear stress. In the non Newtonian fluid， the viscosity of the fluid is defined as 1] a 
S/ Y which is the apparent viscosity. In the blood the apparent viscosity decrease with in 
crease of Y and this phenomenone is called the shear thinning. 
The apparent viscosity depend on the following factors. 
a. The temperature of the liquid. 
b. The length of the tube. 
c. The diameter of the tube. 
d. The concentration of the RBC and Haematocrit. 
e. The velocity of the blood flow (the shear rate) 
a) The apparent viscosity falls with the increase of the temperature. But except for the exterme 
ly low shear rate (below l/sec)， the viscosity is almost constant as 10-40c 
b) The viscosity changes depending on the length of the tube which character is called the thix-
otropic effect. This effect can be neglected since the length of our model will be assumed to 60 cm 
and the radius of the artery 0.35cm at most. So the length of the artery is 100 times larger than 
its diameter. 
c) When the diameter of the tube decreased below hundred μm， the apparent viscosity de-
creased with the decrease of the tube diameter. This phenomenone is called the Fahraeus-Lind-
quvis effect. This、phenomenoneis explained by the local change of the Haematcrit (the axial accu-
mulation) and is negligible for the range of radius as femoral artery. 
d) The apparent viscosity increase parallely with Hct increase， yet the viscosity striongly de-
pends on the diameter of the viscometer. According to Whittaker and Winton (1933) such results 
are also obtained in Vivo (the perfused canine hind limb). Their data were clearly coincided with 
data obtained by the viscometer when the results are corrected by the inertial losses [71. 
e) The relation between the shear stress applied on the blood and resulting shear rate is ex 
pressed in the Casson's equation 
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s=k* Y +C s : shear str巴ss， Y : shear rate 
C is the shearing stress neccesary for begining the fluid movement and is called the yield stress. 
As a matter of course the viscosity coefficient also depends on the Hct and dereases with the in-
crease of the shear rate. However this tendency is explicit only for the shear rate smaller than 
10/sec. and is constant for the range greater than 100/sec. at any Hct value [8]. However these 
results are obtained under the condition of steady flow and in small diameter glass tube. Neverthe-
less in human arterial system， the shear rate for the ascending aorta is 190/sec at wall (mean 
130/sec) and for the large artery such as the femoral artery， the shear rate is 700/sec at wall 
(mean 470/sec) [9]. Therefore theoretically the viscos coefficient shoud be independent of the 
shear rate. If this holds ture， then the relation between the pressure difference P and the flow rate 
should parallel under the condition of the steady flow. However in general these relation is al 
nonlinear. Bayliss [10] firstly measured this relation at Hct = 49% for the steady flow using the 
tube with the radius 408μm， length 155cm. The resulting pressure flow relation was nonlinear. 
So the Poisseulie's law does not hold. 
The conditions that hold for the Poisseuile law originate mainly in the Newtonian properties of 
the blood. These are followings. 
l. The tangential stress between the shearing cylindrical laminar of the fluid parallel with the 
velocity gradient across the laminae. This indicate the consistency of the proportionality of the 
viscous coefficient and is independent of the velocity gradient (the shear rate). 
2. The flow is laminar which means the viscous forces responsible for energy dissipation are 
parallel to the axis of the tu be 
3. The velocity profile should be parabolic. 
4. The fluid is homogeneous. 
These conditions are demanded however only in the steady flow. In the non Newtonian fluid 
such as the blood， some different experimental results were reported. Rivlin (1948) already had 
shown the existence of the normal components of the stress tensor in the non Newtonian fluid 
Haynes and Burton (1955) [11] showed the existence of the dissipative normal forces tothe axis 
of the tube and concluded the blood flow was not laminar. They also calculated the viscous coeffi-
cient along the radial direction. It increased from 4P at the wall to 6P at the axis by the axial 
accumulation. After these study they analyzed the effects of the nOIトNewtonianproperties of the 
blood on the pressure-flow relation in the glass tube of the radius from 50 to 800μm. The ex-
perimentally obtained curves had become linear as the flow rate increased. Based on thesεdata， 
curves of shear rate as the wall 4Q/R3 versus shearing stress at the wall PR/2 were constructed 
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under the steady flow. These curves were alJ linear at shear rate PR/2 greater than 20 dyn/ cm. 
In the human artery， the stress at the walJ is 60 dyn/ cm for large artery (R = 0.5cm) and 93 
dyn/cm for the terminal artery. So theoreticalJy in the femoral artery， obviously PR/2 ) 20 
dyn/cm. Then the relation should be linear and the non.Newtonian properites should not be re 
flected. Since these results were obtained under the condition of the steay flow in the smalJ dia. 
meter， and in the rigid circular tube and above mentioned data were obtained alJ in Vitro and 
some differences may exist between the results obtained in Vivo. 
Benis [7] and his colJeges assesed the effects of these non Newtonian properties of the blood on 
the non linear relation of the pressure.flow. These experiments were performed in the perfused 
isolated hind paw of the dog. They used the specific parameter Rv/Rvo (Rv : the viscous vascular 
resistance， Rvo : viscous flow resistance for celJ free perfusate)ーThisvariable was not affected by 
the vascular geometric parameter and has been corrected for the inertial losses. So it reflected 
only the rheological behaviour of the perfusate. The change of the Rv /Rvo could be regarded to 
originate in the non N ewtonian viscosity of the RBC suspension. The Rv /Rvo increased with the 
increase of Hct and with decrease of the normaliyzed flow rate. At Hct of 20.5%， the increase of 
the relative normalyzed flow rate of about 240% reduced the Rv /Rvo only for 8%. For the case of 
Hct = 50.6%， the increase of relative normalized flow rate of 260% reduced the Rv/Rvo only for 
11 %. Consequently the significant change of the true viscosity occured only in the case of extreme 
ly large change of the flow rate. These observations were done under the perfused steady flow 
state and is not directly comparable with the pulsatile flow. Neverthel巴sseven under the pulsatile 
flow such large flow rate change would not occur. So the viscosity should not change and can be 
regarded as independent of the flow rate. 
V. The turbulence 
For the steady state flow in the straight circular cylindrical tube， ithas been known that the 
laminar flow transients to the turbulent flow if the conditions that satisfy the critical Reynolds 
number have been、reached.The critical Renolds number is defined as 
Re = U * D* P /μ(U: the blood flow velocity， D: the diameter of the tube， p: the blood de 
nsity，μ: the blood viscosity) 
According to the physical巴xperimentthe critical Reynolds number Re is calculated to be 2000 
when the steady flow pass through the circular rigid tube. Calculating the Re for the case of hu. 
man femoral artery， assuming Vz= 100cm/sec， D=0.5cm， p = 1.05，μ= 0.03， then Reニ 1758
which is understimated. On the other hand by Whitmore (1968) [9]. it was revealed that for the 
human ascending aorta， the Reynolds number ranged as 3600 ( Re ( 5800， for the descending aor-
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ta it ranged as 1200 ( Re ( 1500， for the large artery such as the diameter 0.2 ( Dcm ( 0.6， Re= 
850. However these calculations were done on the assumption of the steady flow in the rigid 
circular tube. Practically the blood flow in the main arteries are pulsatile nature and the tube has 
enevitable visco-elastic properties. Consequently these simple mathematical theory can't be applic 
able. Some physical engineering experiments have been reported especially with respect to the pul-
satile flow of the arterial system 
Sarpkaya (1967) [121 studied the conditions of the critical Reynolds number under the condition 
of the pulsatiling flow in the rigid tube. The Re was a function not only of the frequency para. 
meter α(the Womersley's parameter) but also of the flow amplitude ratio lambda (the ratio of the 
periodic mean velocity versus total mean velocity). According to his data the critical Re was not a 
simple increasing function. It increased with lambda (the pulsatile flow velocity component) and 
had reached maximum value， then decreased exponentially. For example in the case ofα=4.0， Re 
increased with lambda and had atiained max = 5150 for lambda = 0.625， then it decreased to Re = 
400 for lambda=1.0. For the case of a =7.2， Re atiained max=2950 at lambda=0.28， then de 
creased to 0 at lambda=0.65. The Re increased with lambda and decreased with α. He concluded 
that for the same mean pressure gradient， the Re for the pulsatile flow is higher than steady flow. 
In addition the Re for the nonharmonic oscillation were lower than those of the harmonic pulsatil-
ing flow. Nevertheless his data refered only to the ratio of lambda untill 0.95. These flow were 
mainly steady flow and the proprotion of the pulsatile components in his experiment was extr巴me.
ly small comparing with the actual flow. For example for the human aorta the flow ratio is 2 to 5 
and for the femoral artery the ratio is 7 to 8. As the Re had decreased exponentially after aitain-
ing the max value， the large lambda would cause the Re decresed markedly for the large value of 
the frequency parameter a. So their results are not easily applicable for our studies. 
Hino (1978) [131 analyzed the behaviour of the critical Re under the condition of the purely 
oscillatory pipe flow. So the flow ratio lambda was infinite. They used the following parameters 
Re， Rd (= U * d/v， d = 2v/w， v:the kinematic viscousity， w: the angular velocity) which is the 
Reynolds numbe 
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2. The distorted flow 
3. The weakly turbulent flow 
4. The conditional turbulence in which the turbulence appears only in the deccelerating phase of 
the flow although in the acceleration phase the flow transient to the laminar like flow. For the 
laminar or distorted laminar flow the critical Re increased with the decrease of lambda (= 112 * 
α). For example when lambda= 4.5， then Re= 670 and lambda = 3.1， then Re = 1330. This pat-
tern coinsided with the data of Sarpkaya. However these data were scattered and dissipated much 
and the interpretation was tentative. For the type 4 flow， the Re increased with lambda， for lamb-
da = 1.45 ( * 2= a) then Re = 2900 and for lambda = 3.85， then Re = 4200. In addition Hino's 
data was obtained under the condition of lucite circular pipes having the inner diameter of 14.5 to 
29.7mm and the length of 400cm. These values were far from the physiological data of femoral 
artery 
Yellin (1967) 114] examined the laminar-turbulent transition process. They analyzed the factors 
that influence the transition from the laminar flow to turbulence under the condition of pulsetile 
flow. The growth rate of the turbulence decreased in the flow with low frequency and with large 
flow amplitude ratio which was the ratio beiween the steady component of the volume flow vs the 
amplitude of the periodic component of volume flow. He analyzed the effects of these parameters 
independently. Increasing the flow amplitude ratio from 0.1 to 0.3 as α= 7 (the frequency para-
meter of Womersley) had decreased the growth factor. decreasing the frequency parameter de-
pressed the growth factor almost to 0 for the flow amplitude ratio of 0.33 (in this case the pulsa-
tile component was rather small) atα( 7 (Re= 2650). This phenomenone was explicit in the low-
er Reynolds number. However for the frequency range of 0 (α( 2.5， the growth factor decreased 
with an increase of a . According to their data for the frequency range of 3 ( a ( 8， the remark-
able decrease of the growth factor of the turbulence appeared. This tendency was reinforced much 
by only slight increase of the flow amplitude ratio which indicated the increase of the pulsatile 
component. In his studies he used the sinusoidal flow which differes from the practical arterial 
flow. So the results were not comletly comparable with the actual blood flow. However the fact the 
increase of the pulsatile component would decrease the turbulence gives much confi 
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artey in Vivo and analyzed the stream line by high speed cinematograpgy. As a result under the 
condition of the pulsatile flow， only laminar flow existed and the turbulence could n't be observed. 
On the other hand in the Rabitt abdominal aorta McDonald (1952) [16J， discovered the existence 
of the turbulence. The difference between the results of Hale and McDonald would originate in the 
heart rate. The rabitt's HR was twice larger than that of the dog. This factor is comparable of the 
Sarpkaya's data. Dick [17J analyzed the relation ship between the turbulence and the power spec-
trum density of the nonlinear components that were included in the pressure flow relation in the 
canine aorta. By injecting the Norepinephrine， the nonlinear components of the power spectrum de. 
nsity were markedly decreased and the blood pressure-flow relation approached to the linear one. 
Nevertheless the turbulance did not changed. Based on these physical experiments， he infered the 
independency of turbulence and the nonlinear blood pressure-flow relation. 
Associating these theoretical and experiments results， the turbulence can be infered to be small 
in pulsatile flow in the viscoelastic middle sized artery such as in the femoral artery. 
Further more even if one assumes the existence of the turbulence， the effects of the turbulence 
on the linear or the nonlinear blood pressure-flow relation would be small in comparison with the 
other factors. Recently the analysis of the turbulence itself have been d.eveloped extensively and 
elaborously. But the mathematical and physical treatment is extremely difficult. One connot ex. 
press the component of the turbulence and laminar flow in an idential equation. 
VI. The internal radius. 
In this paper the radius o.f the artery was assumed to be indepenent of the change of the press 
ure and the distance from the entry zone. However the radius is never constant during the cardiac 
cycle and along the given compartment of the arterial segment. The radius changes in time and 
space domain. These cubic deformation are transmitted along the arterial segments. Since the com-
ponents of the arterial wall changes depending on the distance from the entry zone， there should 
developement of the shearing or bending stress in the arterial wall. Then these forces will make 
the deformation complex. As a matter of course such complicated wall deformation cause the 
change of the radius intricated. Consequently the radius of the artery is in itself the function of 
the pressure， distance and th.e stress. So one cannot treate the radius as a simple inQependent 
variable. 
The relation between the radius and the pulsatile pressure had been already reported. Barnett 
(1961) [18J firstly measured the s R/Rs (R=Rd (the diastolic radius)一Rs(the systolic radius)) of 
the descending aorta in the living dog. He reported that at the BP 60mmHg ( BPmmHg ( 
140mmHg， itranged as 2.5% ( /:，. Rlrs ( 7%. Furhermore the per unit pressure change (dynamical 
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extensibility index) A R/ムPwas 0.022 to 0.048 cm/mmHg. In addition there existed close rela 
tion between the radius and pressure. The relative coefficient was r = 0.9. Patel (1963，64) 
[19，201 analyzed further minutely for the human and canine arterial system in Vivo. For human 
ascending'aorta.， pulmonary artery， carotid artery and the femoral artery， theムR/Rswere 0.091， 
0.107， 0.011， 0.013 respectively. The A R/ムP* 10 cmHzO were l.8， 8.77， 0.071，0.07 respec. 
tively. For canine ascending aorta， descending aorta， abdomainal aorta and the brachial artery， the 
ムR/Rswere 0.0458， 0.035， 0β075，0.0198 respectively. The AR/ AP* 10 cmHzO were l.472， 
0.943，0.126.0.211，0.209 respectively. The higher values of the AR/Rs in the pulmonary artery 
were due to the proximity to the heart and the effect of the respiration. 
Arildtt (1968) [211 also measured the change of the radius in the human carotid artery in Vivo. 
The results were A R/Rs = 0.0143， A R/ A P * 10cmH20 = 0.855. The internal radius increased 
linearly with the blood pressure within the BP range of 60mmHg < BPmmHg < 130mmHg. 
Cox，RH (1975) [221 emphasized the dependency of the change of the radius on the pressure in 
the living dog. For descending aorta with 90mmHg < BPmmHg < 11 OmmHg， A R/Rs = 0.083， A R/ 
A P = 0.63cm/mmHg. For the abdominal aorta with 145mmHg < BPmmHg < 190mmHg， A R/Rs = 
0.022， A R/ A P = 0.456cm/mmHg. For the subclavicular artery with 75mmHg < BPmmHg < 
90mmHg， A R/Rs = 0.024. For the carotid artery with 130mmHg < BPmmHg < 170mmHg， A R/Rs 
=0.021. For femoral artery with 120mmHg < BPmmHg < 180mmHg， AR/Rs=0.023，ムR/ムP=
0.196cm/ mmHg. 
Associating these results， the change of the radius due to the pulse pressure in the femoral 
artery is 2% to 3% at best which depend of course on the range of the change of the pressure. On 
the other handdata obtained in Vitro state are conflicted and many different results have been re 
ported. 
Tickner (1967) [231 presented that the results of the canine branchial artery under the strong 
longitudinal tethering with BP 75mmHgくBPmmHg( 300mmHg. The internal radius and the outer 
radius maintained almost constant value independent of the internal pressure change 
Cox (1975，76) [24，251 analyzed the canine iliac， carotid artery in Vitro. Untill BP 120mmHg， 
the internal radius showed nonlinear increase with pressure. Beyound this pressure， the radius 
did not change and kept a constant value even marked change occurs in the BP. Adding the Nore 
pinephrine in this specimen and he activated the smooth muscle， then the behaviour of the radius 
changed from the previous result. Below BPニ 83mmHg，the radius have constant value and was 
independent of pressure. With the range of 83mmHg ( BPmmHg < 166mmHg， the radius changed 
parallely with the pressure. Over this pressure， the radius also maintained the constant value. 
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These response pattern was sigmoid. 
i¥ttinger (1966) [261 examined the change of radius by driving the wide range of pressure for 
canine arterial system in Vitro. He used the initial distending pressure about 2cmHzO 
l.4 74mmHg. For the pressure range of 59mmHg < BPmmHg < 147 .4mmHg， in the descending aorta 
the relative change of the radius was l.45 < L:; r/ro < 2.02 and in the carotid artery the ratio was 
l.83 < L:; r/ro < 2.17. He emphasized the marked nonlinearity of the radius and expressed the 
minimum change of the pressure induces a remarkable change in radius 
Associating these data， one cannot identify these results since different material， different 
measurement instrument and experimental conditions. However the difference between the data in 
Vivo and in Vitro seems to originate from the longitudinal tethering effect of the arterial wall in 
Vivo. Releasing these constraints would cause the specimen in free movable states. Consequently a 
minute change of the pressure makes the radius change surplyzingly. About for the impressive re. 
ports of Attinger， the distending pressure was mark巴dlysmall. Naturally the % change of the 
radius increased much. 
The mathematical model which include the change of radius had been reported only few cases. 
Womersley (1958) calculated the effects of change in the radius from R to R 十~ (systolic to di 
astolic) on the mean blood flow velocity in the longitudinal direction w. He expanded the change of 
radius ~ with the help of the Fourier analysis and incorporated the Navier.Stokes equations. A 
much complex computations reduced that the effects due to the radius change contribute only 3.5% 
increment of the mean blood flow velocity. In addition this calculation had been done for the case 
of Co (the pulse wave velocity) was 500cm/sec and there was no longitudinal tethering (the free 
ending movement of the arterial wall). Therefor巴thevalue of.the 3.5% should be regarded as an 
over estimated one. Based on anothεr mathematical expansion he induced relation of the change of 
the radius and the blood flow velocity as 2 ~ /R.= w/C from the continuity equation. If one put w 
=70cm/sec and C=120cm/sec， then we get ~ /R=0.029. That is almost identical value with the 
result of the animal experiment in Vivo. Therefore both in the mathematical model and the ex' 
perimental data， the pulsatile change of the radius does not affect the blood flow velocity 
As for the dependency of the radius on the distance from the entry zone' a quantitative analysis 
had not done until only recently. Melbin (1981) [271 firstly simulated the radius of the femoral 
artery by nonlinear model. For the compartment of distance 10cm， the internal radius could be ex. 
pressed as r(x) = 0.23 * cm* exp(一0.02x)ーThererforethe exponential approximation could be ap-
plicable. On the other hand in their lin巴arJyzedmodel r equals 0.22cm. Even thought the given 
distance was short， the tapering constant -0.02 makes the these difference negligible 
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Attinger (1967) [281 also approximated the biophysical structural properties of the canine arte-
rial system by the exponential functions. For the femoral artery the resistance was 
R(x) = 174 * exp(O.098x) dyn/cmsec， the leactance was L(x) = 35.5exp(O.05 2x) dyn/ cmsec， the com 
pliance was c(x) = O.78exp( -O.076x) dyn/cmsec. These approximation were remarkably high 
quality. However these complicated exponential and non linear approach gives no advantage for 
constructing simple comprehensive mathematical model. Nevertheless the exponential distributed 
model affords us much informations for the case of the modeling of the aortic arch. In such a situa 
tion simple linear equations does not hold. A further complicated Ricatti type nonlinear differen-
tial equation must be used. We show this type of model in the following papers 
VII. The separation of the flow 
The separation of the flow occurs in the region such as the post stenotic dilatation where the 
abrupt change of the pressure gradient exist. In the tube having a nonstenotic constant radius， the 
pressure gradient dP / dx is negative. However in the down stream of the post stenotic region， the 
stream line diverge. In such a situation the pressure gradient dP / dx become positive. Then the 
state is called in the adverse pressure gradient. Therefore the velocity of the particle in the fluid 
-decrease especially at the neighbour of the arterial wall where the viscous retardation force de-
celerate the fluid movement and make the direction inversed. This inversed flow conflict with the 
following forward stream. Then the separation of the flow occurs. Increasing the Reynolds number 
causes the enlargement of the area of the separation where the vortex or even turbulence de-
velopes. However in the actual normal artery which have only slight tapering， The stenosis is neg 
ligible. In addition the critical Reynolds number in the pulsatile flow is extremely larger than that 
of the steady 'flow. Therefore the separation of the flow can be neglected. 
VIII. The secondry flow 
In many shapes of the cross section except circule or in the bending tube， the flow never attains 
axisymmetric flow and bears cubic deformative changes. In such a case the inertia acts as a centri-
fugal force from the central part of the flow in the tube to the lateral part of the tube centrifugal-
ly. As the velocity profile of the artery for the radial direction is conical， the velocity should 
attain the maximum value at the axis of the flow and minimum at the wall. Therefore larger centri-
fugal force exist near the axis rather than in the neighbour of the wall. The pressure gradient 
operate so that balance out such unevenly distributed centrifugal forces. Near the arterial wall 
where the flow velocity is small， the pressure gradient is larger than the centrifugal force. Conse-
quently there developes another flow which direct toward the central axis of the tube. This is the 
secondary flow. Even in the straight tube， ifthe shape of the cross section is not circule， an ene 
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vitable seeonary flow happens. In the human arterial system， strictly speaking the cross section is 
never circle and certain secondary flow may exists. However in some compartment such as femor. 
al artery， the change of the cross section area is small and the flow in such a space ca.n be re-
garded to have only axial component. In our model therefore the secondary flow was neglected. 
IX. The effect of the entry zone 
The flow velocity profile differences exist between the entry zone (inlet zone) and the more 
down stream region. Especially for the viscous fluid， as the flow moves toward the down stream 
the thickness of the boundary layer increase. Then the effect of the fluid viscousity developes for 
the whole plane of the tube. The compartment to which the effect of the fluid viscousity reach for 
the whole cross section is called the entry zone. After this compartment the velocity profile be 
come stable. In the case of the laminar flow， the inlet length of the entry zone is approximated as 
0.065 * (Re)* S. For example in the femoral artery of the steady flow， assuming that Re = 500， D 
= 0.5cm， then the length is 48.75cm. So the effect of the entry zone covers almost whole length of 
the arterial segment. Such a calculation holds only for the steady laminar flow in the rigid tube 
The equation would be far more complex for the case of pulsatile flow in the viscoelastic tube 
where the flow pattern is not laminar. Therefore we do not consider the effect of the entry zone. 
X. The geometric character of the arterial system 
The geometric branching of the arterial system are known to obey the experience law of Roux. 
1) The symmetric branching 
2) The branching angle of the small artery is larger than that of the large artery. 
3) The total cross sectional area of the after branching artery are larger than that of the stem 
artery. 
4) In the symmetric branching. the diameter of the branched artery is smaller in 20.30% than 
the diameter of the stem artery. 
In the actual arterial system， there have many branching points. So the pulse wave bears reflec-
tion from many points along the artery. To include such terms makes the model complr ヨncthe 
mathematical treatment is inoperable. We only adopped the case of straight axisyrr .， lC circular 
tube and the reflection point are confined to the terminal point only. Th(; ，f ~ìection of the pulse 
wave is refered in the following paper 
XI. The non linear term of the Navier・Stokesequation 
The convective acceleration terms are inherent physical quantity which operate in the moving 
fluid. This acceleration do exists even the flow is stational. Since the term Dv /Dt express the 
change of the velocity in the time domain at the local flow field. The existence of this term indicate 
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the unsteady flow. On the other hand the nonlinear term in the Lagurange's differentiation ( the 
material derivation) singifies the convective change of the flow. This is the intrinsic acceleration 
which developes when the fluid transfer in the space domain where the physical quantity such as 
the flow velocity distribute unevenly. This non linear terms are the essential difference from the 
dynamic of the rigid material目 Thenonlinearity of the Navier-Stokes equation originates in this 
convective acceleration terms. Womerseley (1958) examined the effects of these nonlinear terms 
on the mean longitudinal flow velocity with the help of the first order perturbation correction 
method. He incorporated only two nonlinear term u *αu/αr and w *αw/αz. To c1arify the 
effects of the nonlinear terms he used the Stokes's stream function. The form of the additional 
term which were induced by the nonlinear terms inc1uded the higher order products of the Bessel 
functions. Therefore the finite integration of these terms became negligible small. The corrected 
axial flow velocity increased only 5% (7 cm/sec). This value is over estimated for he assumed Co 
(the pulse wave velocity) = 500cm/sec. Melbin (1981) calculated the contribution of each terms of 
the Navier-Stokes equation to the blood pressure in the human femoral artery. The terms w *αw/ 
a z， u* a w/ a r contributed only 5.6%， 2.4% respectively. The proportion was extremely small in 
comparison with the main linear term. The convective accelerative terms as has been mentioned 
express the essential and intrinsic characteristic properties which only the fluid itself have. 
However in the practical blood flow， contribution of these terms seemed to be small 5% at best. 
We have neglected these nonlinear terms because of such tentative minor contributions. Neverthe-
less it is suspicious to remove the nonlinear terms for the sake of the appropriate expression of 
the blood flow. The interaction between these nonlinear terms or between the linear terms may 
produce an unexpected unknown effect on the flow. The numerical solution of the N avier-Stokes 
equation have recently been reported in the field of the engineering by utilyzing the computer 
technique. However these methodlogical problems are out of our duty. 
XI. The significance of the Stokes stream function 
The stream function ゆisthe covariant function with the velocity potential function 1>. The 
stream function maintains a constant value along the line of the stream whose direction coinsides 
with the direction of the tangent at the arbitrary point on the given curves. ln another words， the 
line on which the stream function keeps thεconstant value represent the line of the strea in the 
plane. ln the incompressible plane fluid without vortex， the rotation of the velocity vector is zero. 
Then a v/αx-a u/ a y=O. Utilizing the velocity potential u= a 1>/αx， v=α 世/a y， the veloc-
ity components are expressed by the differentiation of the velocity potential目 Furthermore the 
fluid is incompressive where there is no divergence， then the div(v)= O. So 
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αu/αx十 αv/αy=O.
Now setting the covariant function with the velocity potential as 
a掛/αx a ψ/ a y. aO/ay=一αψ/ax
Then the each velocity compnents are represented by these stream function as 
u=αゆ/αy v=ー αψ/αx
So to utilyze the steam function one should permit the following condition of the flow 
l. No vortex (the rotation of thr vector is zero) 
2. The fluid is incompressible 
3. No divergent flow 
In our theoretical expansion we have already made such assumptions. Therefore the stream 
function should be applicable for our study. 
In this paper we have obtained the pure blood flow velocities from linearlyzed Navier-Stokes 
equations. To construct the distributed parameter model. one should incorporate into the transmis-
sion line equation into not only the blood properties but also the mechanical properties of the.arte-
rial wall. In the following two papers. we shall expand the constructive dynami-cal analysis of the 
arterial wall 
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